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A Place that once was
Yours 

The First Day thrummed through the stars. Glyn sat at the helm, maintaining a course for 

Shili, leaving autopilot off to give her hands something to do. R'ala sat in the copilot's chair, hair a 

tangled mess, plain tunic and pants, her injured hand wrapped, the stumps of her pinkie and ring 

fingers cauterized by the bacta. Her armor and weapons hung in the loadout locker in the back of 

the ship. She hadn't touched any of it since Acktundo.

Glyn had finally been free to contact her friend Fyffe when the mission was over. The 

Togruta never left her homeworld, where she worked as a surgeon by day and played ArcSong 

during time off. Shili had been a longtime innovator of cybernetic implants, and the credits Glyn 

had saved on requisitions (not to mention the credits that would no longer need to be paid to six 

of Kax's team) would allow R'ala to get brand new functioning fingers. They wouldn't be the 

originals, but R'ala might feel whole. She'd even be able to play the Skald again, over time.

R'ala was leaning back in the chair with her eyes closed.

“Why am I going to this world, again?”

Her voice was quieter than usual, faint.

“Because Orbital Station is a top secret facility,” Glyn said. “We can't invite anyone there. 

Plus you wanted to leave and never look back.”

R'ala sighed. Glyn understood why she wanted to leave. R'ala had seen a lot during the 

mission. Being on Orbital Station or around her combat gear might make her relive the 

experience on Acktundo, which was why Glyn had locked it all away. On top of that, she was 
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suffering from some sort of depression following her release from the bacta tank (Glyn had read 

about this happening after long stays in bacta, owing to the enhanced state of every cell in one's 

body while submerged; most brains and bodies didn't take well to being torn away from it). 

Glyn watched the girl sigh again. Hopefully she'd fall asleep, get farther away from the 

noxious memories. The farther she got, the closer she'd come to her old self. Glyn didn't know 

what it was like to forget, but it was hard not to hope.

The bacta had repaired R'ala's ribs and kept her facial cuts from infecting or deepening, 

but there were still specks of discoloration on her cheek. If she were her usual snarky self right 

now, she'd probably say something like You don't get into this line of work if you want to stay 

pretty, but as industrious and resourceful as she was, fighting wasn't her line of work; technology 

was. She could bash through any firewall; crack any line of code; build authentic, functioning 

objects from any age of the galaxy. There had to be a call for that kind of work somewhere that 

wouldn't put her life at risk. If Glyn could find the Coalition on the other side of nowhere, she 

could find such a place, couldn't she?

Sometimes she wondered about what existed beyond Wild Space, past the Unknown 

Regions, why she couldn't have been born into a future generation that had discovered galaxies 

not permanently entrenched in cycles of blood and oppression. 

No point worrying about that, she tried to tell herself. Just concentrate on helping one 

person first.

They decided against multiple hyperspace jumps for the trip to Shili, thanks to the distance

and Glyn's aversion to lightspeed travel. They'd packed enough supplies to reach the Expansion 

Region, and would soon need to make a stop. Glyn found herself wanting to stay aboard; the First 
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Day was like an old friend who had come back to claim her, starting up again right where they'd 

left off, though after spending months on Orbital Station, after the years away from this ship, it 

wasn't so much a “dream home” anymore. It seemed smaller than it once had. In the reality that 

only existed in her mind, she and R'ala still hurtled across the galaxy in the First Day, but it spent 

the rest of its time docked outside of their non-floating home on the ground of some quiet region 

of an out-of-the-way world.

Yet another place to find.

They restocked on Thustra, patronizing a human-owned grocer that catered to most 

beings. R'ala stayed aboard the ship, napping and protesting Glyn's insistence at clean air, so it 

was up to Glyn to gather everything they'd need before the next stop.

Outside the grocer, two skyscrapers rested against one another, windows long blown out, 

the ground around them an oval of blackened sand. The world around the buildings went on like 

they weren't standing there in their precarious embrace.

“Clone Wars,” the owner said, noticing how Glyn was staring. He didn't add anything to 

clarify.

They spent the following twelve hours aboard the ship, making use of the First Day's 

autopilot when they wanted to watch holovids or talk. R'ala mostly listened, allowing half-smiles 

when Glyn told a funny story about Kax or Voz, nodding at her favorite scenes from The Ninth 

Gate, a classic holofilm in which two Wookiees debate the merits of the individual lives they've 

led, as an asteroid plummets toward the moon they're on. It had all the dark comedy that R'ala 

loved, and although she wasn't quoting lines like she usually did, Glyn could tell it had improved 
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her mood a bit.

“You know, they released a subtitled version,” R'ala muttered, speaking for the first time in 

several hours. “But it's missing all the subtleties of Shyriiwook. You can translate what they're 

saying, but not what they mean.”

Glyn thought to bring up Lizpai, who was still on Orbital Station as far as she knew, but 

instead, brought up the first time R'ala had met a Wookiee in person, and had tried randomly 

grunting as a way to communicate that they needed a garage pass to rent an all-terrain transport 

to explore the nearby tundra. Luckily, the Wookiee hadn't taken offense, and R'ala had begun 

learning Shyriiwook as soon as they'd gotten offworld. Apparently, the occasional life-threatening 

fight was fine, but being embarrassed was unacceptable.

R'ala shook her head at the memory, amused at her old self.

Then she shushed Glyn so they could hear the rest of the dialogue.

Kerkoidia: more war damage, including a cloud of smog that the citizens had never been 

able to abate (not because it was impossible with the world's technology, but because no one had 

been able to vote on how to deal with it, and Kerkoidia had no organized conservation efforts). 

This time, R'ala exited the ship as it was refueled and looked over. She examined racks of gears 

and sensors at the local outpost, maybe thinking about the trip to Sullust forever ago. She'd 

always counted it amongst the highlights of their travels.

“You know better than I do,” Glyn said, watching R'ala check out the racks. “What do we 

need?”

“Just browsing. We're good to go.”

It still wasn't easy to engage her. Eye contact was almost nonexistent.  
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The smog cloud stuck with Glyn long after they'd left.

When they entered the Shili system, R'ala unwrapped her hand. She twisted it in front of 

her face, her eyes probably expecting to see the two missing fingers. In a way, she'd have them 

back soon.

Shili was different from the last few worlds they'd visited, and it was a first time for both of

them. Fyffe had given Glyn coordinates to a landing pad far from Corvala, the world's capital and 

one of its only cities. Here, in the outer plains, they could see the scrublands brimming with life, 

the canopy forests whispering with the same hushed tones they'd been using for thousands of 

years. What if Kerkoidia could look like this again? What if Thustra could wipe those hideous 

towers off the map, simultaneously getting rid of an environmental eyesore and moving forward 

as a planetary community? It was enough to make Glyn want to tear a fistful of orange hair from 

her scalp.

They took a tram to Fyffe's hut, which rested in a village untouched by industrial buildings 

or pollution. The tram's pilot droid explained Togruta societies, their tribal system, and notable 

members of their species, none of whom Glyn recognized by name. The only battles that took 

place here were between the Togruta and the local wildlife. 

Fyffe was waiting at the tram stop. Glyn hadn't met her in person, but she figured the 

Togruta in a white tunic jumping up and down, waving and calling her name, couldn't have been a

coincidence.

They hugged, and the tram skittered away.

“It's good to finally meet you,” Fyffe said, much less of a child than Glyn sometimes 

imagined her, but with all the excitement inherent in her messages. “Which doesn't seem like 
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enough to say after ArcSong, does it?”

The type of ArcSong matches they'd played together relied on one person venturing into 

the wilderness alone, communicating with the other and following their instructions from a 

distance. Given the rough territories involved in the game, and the risk that came with them, it 

had been a real test of trust. It was hard to explain, but Glyn trusted Fyffe more than almost 

anyone. 

Now she was trusting her with R'ala's well-being. Hopefully nothing had changed since the

old days.

Fyffe turned to R'ala, her thick head-tails swinging. Glyn wondered if they felt anything like

hair. “I'm Fyffe,” the Togruta said to R'ala. 

Glyn expected to hear the name Miri come out, like always, but what came out instead was,

“R'ala Vahn.” It was the sound of someone reclaiming something they'd abandoned.

R'ala stayed awake through the procedure. Fyffe numbed the stumps, then fastened 

cutting-edge cybnernetics to the tips of bone beneath them as R'ala gritted her teeth. When it was

done and R'ala had panted out the last of the pain, she twitched her new fingers, like pieces of a 

gleaming skeleton. She opened her calm, closed a fist.

Fyffe asked, “You want skins?”

“Come again?'

“Do you want the fingers covered with synthetic flesh so that they look like your real 

fingers?”

“Oh. Yeah.”

Within minutes, Glyn couldn't tell the different between R'ala's repaired hand and her 
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original one. 

“Thanks for being here,” R'ala said, looking at Glyn. “And, y'know, for everything.”

Fyffe gave them a moment, then told R'ala she'd need to rest in the hut until the numbing 

agents wore off. She and Glyn stepped outside.

“I take it you didn't get the money for this procedure from ArcSong games,” Fyffe said.

“Not exactly.” Glyn looked at the hut across the way, where another medical professional 

was patching up a scrape on a whimpering Togruta child. “I've been working on something 

important. I've been – well, I haven't been at Vexen in a long time.”

“Sounds like 'I can't talk about it' type of work. The same work that took half of your 

girlfriend's hand.”

“Yes.”

“Then you're probably leaving right away. So I shouldn't bother inviting you to a little dust-

off round of ArcSong? Maybe get R'ala involved?”

Glyn watched the other doctor applying a special salve onto the child's wound. The child's 

expression changed. Her big eyes widened in relief.

“The work is done,” Glyn said. “We're just trying to get our lives back together.”

“Alright.” Fyffe pointed to a small hill past the village, scalped with green trees. “Let's hike 

that. R'ala's legs will be good to go when the agent wears off. We'll work up an appetite, then get 

dinner. I'm not letting our first meeting fall purely to business.”

Glyn smiled. “I think we can do that.”

The climb allowed R'ala to test her new fingers. She looped her hands around branches, 

steadying herself on humps of moss. Glyn watched her pick up a black stone, gaze at it resting in 
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the center of her palm, then chuck it behind her, tick-tick-ticking all the way down the rock. She 

couldn't help observing the R'ala the entire time, looking for changes, cherishing the flashes of the

person she recognized from before. 

Fyffe had scaled this peak before. She pointed out her favorite trees, peeked into animal 

dens as if she had old friends living inside. “Porval!” she called into a dirt tunnel beneath an 

uprooted tree. Glyn didn't know whether Porval was the species or a name Fyffe had given 

whatever lived in the hole. Either way, nothing came out to greet them.

They stood on the bald summit, gazing out at white clouds, the village speckling the valley 

below, ships rising from the spaceport and leaving Shili's atmosphere. With a little bit of focus, 

other worlds could look like this again. They could take full breaths. Their stains could be wiped 

away.

At the hut, when Fyffe shoved plates full of fresh green things in brown sauce onto the 

table, R'ala and Glyn both asked at the same time, “Can I eat this?”

Fyffe snickered. “I'm insulted by that.”

They dined, and the taste was wondrous. Glyn felt herself freely laughing. Fyffe had plenty 

of stories saved up for dinner conversation, and where R'ala normally would have been cackling, 

she simply nodded, but it was still R'ala. She was present, and for now, that would have to be 

enough.

Fyffe put them up for a week. Every morning when Glyn woke, R'ala was just returning 

from another hike, sinewy and slick. They'd have a plain breakfast and chat about what was next, 

with Glyn doing most of the talking while R'ala chewed and listened.

During their time on Shili, Glyn had been communicating with some of Fyffe's contacts on-
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world – not ArcSong buddies, but geographers and scientists working in conservation. Even 

without the Empire harvesting a planet's resources to power their Star Destroyers and battle 

stations, it still took work to keep mountains standing in the Expansion Region. Mineral-works 

corporations, ship engineering firms, and Centrist senators were always looking to slice the top 

off a mountain to sell or pollute what was inside. Fyffe's friends were combating these threats 

daily, heading home in the middle of the night with a headache, and waking up with a sense of 

purpose.

If only they knew what Glyn had been able to accomplish on a secret space station behind 

Ord Mantell.

“So you want to keep us here?” R'ala asked. It was their last morning on Shili, and the tram 

was due soon.

“I just thought,” Glyn said, “that it might be an option to come back later, after we see what 

we want to see.”

She meant after they'd returned to Haidoral Prime one more time. R'ala's apartment lease 

would be void by now, so the trip was ostensibly to collect her remaining possessions – including 

her droid, CC-7 – but Glyn had a feeling that R'ala would want to stay. H-Prime was the closest 

thing to a home R'ala had, other than the First Day. Glyn, on the other hand, had seen enough of 

that place. She'd spent three years as an anonymous cog in the underworld machine after being 

abandoned, and even got dragged away from that by a bounty hunter. After what she'd seen since,

she wouldn't live there again. She'd grown. Thinking of her life on H-Prime was like watching a 

holovid from her childhood.

They went out to board the tram, with Fyffe seeing them off before she got back to work. 

R'ala thanked her for everything, and Glyn embraced her, promising an epic round of ArcSong 
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once they were settled.

Then the tram rattled up, and they were gone.

Their only restocking stop before H-Prime was an orbital outpost in the Mid Rim. R'ala, 

perhaps revitalized by Shili, got dressed and entered first. The outpost was a cylindrical structure 

with a narrow landing pad, which made the whole thing look like a spinning top. The inside was a 

garden-variety loser bar with a few racks of decent supplies. R'ala sat at a table while Glyn picked 

over the items.

“Ice blaster,” R'ala said to the bartender as he moved to take her order.

Glyn hauled her supplies to the counter across the room, and dropped some credits onto 

the counter. Outside, in the foyer (which was outfitted with an artificial environment that made it 

feel like you were standing outside of your favorite watering hole), Glyn saw a familiar silhouette: 

tall, three horns sprouting from each temple, bushy shock of hair – another Theelin?

When the supplies were paid for, she looked at R'ala and nodded toward the door, feeling a 

rush in her chest. R'ala shrugged, as if to say, Have fun.

 

~

R'ala chugged the ice blaster and called for another. This was the kind of place where she'd 

normally feel snug, but everything was blurry to her these days – background voices were 

muffled, the slightest stimulation made her jump, and she remained tired even if she'd slept 

fourteen hours straight.

A man was yammering at the bar. Human. He had dark, greasy hair and a spacesuit half-

zipped in the back, as if he'd just come from a voyage. His complaints sounded familiar somehow.
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“If you had been hoodwinked, nay, bamboozled as we were, good sir, you would be rallying 

a collection of toughs to reclaim your enterprises as well, wouldn't you? Can one man here tell me

they would head home and sleep soundly after having such a thing inflicted upon them? Eh?”

The bartender butted in. “How you gonna pay that gang of toughs when you've yet to pay 

up your tab, Welker?”

Welker. She knew that name.

She tipped back the second drink, swishing the blue liquid around in her cheeks, then 

swallowed as she rose to her feet. After a week of tramping up Shili's mountains, her legs felt 

strong again.

“Someone hiring?” she said, approaching the bar. “Ain't had the best of luck myself lately.” 

She stopped a few feet in front of Welker and let out a big sigh.

“Your breath smells like a fuel depot, ma'am,” he said. “But get sobered up and we'll see if 

you're any good with a blaster, then we can talk about you joining my new enterprise.”

“Sure thing, Whelk, but first –”

“Welker, ma'am. Taker of a thousand ships, claimer of a thousand payloads, leaver of no 

trail.”

“Then I guess there's no way of proving any of that.”

He turned on his stool, folded his arms.

“What do I call you, ma'am?”

“You're already calling me something I didn't ask for. Maybe it makes you feel superior 

when you pretend to respect others. Let me tell you something, Welker: this is a bar, not a civilian 

ship you just boarded. At ease with the posturing, alright?”

He seemed to loosen up. She got closer, leaned on the bar. His blaster pistol sat in a holster 
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on his left hip, set to kill.

“I know this sector like my own reflection,” she said, pressing a finger to the bar and 

tracing a route from this station to roughly where H-Prime would be. “All the hot spots are on my 

star chart. I can get you in, out, around, and whatever other prepositions you want. Who're we 

going after?”

“A cowardly pirate band.”

“As opposed to an honorable pirate like you?”

He glared at her, and she held his gaze just long enough before smiling. They shared a 

laugh, and that was that: she'd gained his trust.

She went over her elaborate plan to catch the cowardly pirates before they left the sector, 

how they would use their small numbers to their advantage by stowing away on separate 

transports and infiltrating the enemy ranks. The entire bar heard this, and a few men were 

getting just as pumped up as Welker was.

He and R'ala stood, addressing their audience.

“My mate and I need volunteers,” he said, “to take down this pitiful group of scum. Who's 

with us?”

R'ala raised her empty glass and started into a cheery song:

Here's a health to the men, those strong, brave beasts

May tyrants fall and wealth increase

A cry went up. “Yea!” went the crowd.
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Come, let us drink and save our breath

For tyrants, they trade talk for death

“Who's with us?” Welker cawed. “All you true warriors, stand up!”

The bartender had given up on controlling the situation. If they were this excited, they'd 

probably keep buying drinks.

Four men stood, perhaps not yet convinced of the mission's chances, but convinced enough

of its leaders' charisma.

“We'll bring our boots down on them,” Welker said,  “and then we'll bring our boots down 

on the locals, who think our great vocation is dead just because we're not selling ourselves out to 

the tyrants anymore. Tell me, what did the Emperor ever have on us, eh?”

R'ala was within a foot of him now. Her palm hovered over his holster.

“Like I said,” she continued as the voices calmed to make room for hers. “I know this sector.

I even lived in an apartment on H-Prime for a little while. And let me tell you, Welker, there's one 

thing you'll need to watch out for.”

“Sure, and what's that?” His expression was smug. He thought he was invincible, just like 

back on the Lacerator when he'd shaken down Tevix.

“Well,” she said, “for one thing – ” she snatched his blaster from the holster, pivoted on one 

foot, and snapped a shot into his stomach. He hit the floor with a hole in him. “– sometimes we get

alien-lovers around here.”

He was clutching the wound, his guts sizzling. Whether or not he remembered his words 

onboard the Lacerator, he wouldn't be retaliating against anyone, ever.
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~

Glyn reentered the bar just in time to see a writhing body on the floor, R'ala shoving a 

blaster into the rear waistband of her pants, and the bartender saying, “Hey, that fool's tab is a 

light-year long. Is that gonna be fatal?”

R'ala tossed him what she owed for the two drinks, plus one extra credit.

“If it is, you can use that to pay for the funeral. Attendance will be minimal.”

Glyn put her arm around R'ala's shoulder as they left, checking that the blaster's safety was

on, then ushered them back to the First Day.

She'd promised she wouldn't raise her voice at R'ala, scold her, blame her, or do anything 

to deepen the pit she'd been in since Orbital Station. She tried to speak gently.

“R'ala, what are you doing?”

R'ala looked up at her, the tinge of the ice blaster lingering on her breath.

“Taking care of us.”

Haidoral Prime spun in the black murk of space, waiting for them. Scenarios whirled 

through Glyn's mind, ways of concealing her identity, of making sure no one tried to force her 

back behind that desk in Vexen Tower. She knew R'ala wouldn't let it happen – nor was it realistic 

to think her old employers were after her – but the sight of the planet, the feel of every inch of 

proximity toward the things she left, created a sourness under her tongue.

When they'd docked and wandered onto the main strip, they boarded a crowded tram and 

made their way to R'ala's apartment block in relative silence. A ball-shaped droid floated 

alongside the entrance to the building.

“Identification not recognized,” it said to Glyn. “Please see an active administrator at the 
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nearest hub office.”

“I used to live here,” R'ala said. “I'm here to pick up my things. Some clothes, micro-tech 

stuff, and an obsolete protocol droid.”

The droid hesitated for a moment, then replied, “The apartment has been rented out to 

multiple tenants since your last visit. Please see an active administrator at the nearest hub office.”

“If that administrator doesn't have my things, then I'm coming back to pick your badly-

programmed brain a little more. Maybe literally.”

The office wasn't far, but Glyn was shoulder-checked three times before they got there, the 

streets glazed with people on their way to some errand or another, no one bothering to stay in 

their own space. Far below the skyway, the Blue Bubbles sat between the city and a bottomless 

fall, absent the charm they'd once held. Had Glyn and R'ala really jumped into them for fun?

Inside the office, a large human sat behind a wall-mounted desk, lazily watching security 

footage on a personal holo.

“Greetings,” R'ala said. “You don't know me, but you have my things. R'ala Vahn.”

The administrator sighed, then nodded and led them to a cage full of lost-and-found items. 

There were piles of abandoned weapons, droid parts, and finally, an intact-but-inactive CC-7, right

next to R'ala's box of precision blaster-building tools. The administrator let her take everything 

without a word.

“This place isn't so bad,” R'ala said when they got outside. “Never did get in a fight here.”

“Sure, except when you got a rocket shot at you.”

R'ala stopped. “Please say what you want to say, Glyn.”

“I'm not staying here.”

“You want to travel forever?”
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“Forever and perpetually are different. I want to have a plan.”

She considered this, standing there with the box under one arm and CC-7 in a satchel on 

her back. “Do you think we could make the plan later, together? And all out loud, not in our own 

heads?”

Glyn nodded. That would be alright.

From the back of a watering hole they'd been to before, Glyn watched R'ala sing. Her voice 

was silky and somber. Her heart was full. For some reason, Glyn thought of their second-to-last 

day on Shili, when in the morning, R'ala came back from her hike, swatting at an insect with 

florescent wings that had landed on her shoulder. That night, the same insect – or maybe one of 

its distant relatives – went for the same shoulder, and just as Glyn had expected R'ala's palm to 

crush it, nothing happened. The insect landed, twitched its wings. R'ala stood in the yard outside 

the hut, silent.  
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The Apex

Kax received the transmission just as they were scheduling the final debrief with the 

Benefactor. As per the Benefactor's last transmission, the operation to eliminate the Coalition of 

the Nudj was now to be referred to as Project Anthem, and after the private debrief, news of its 

success would be sent through the proper channels: first to the Senate, then to reliable newsnet 

outlets, who would gently communicate it to the public without making them think another war 

was on. Kax planned on suggesting a slight change when their meeting with the Benefactor 

actually happened: the criminal syndicates and pirate factions should be informed first, because 

they were the ones who needed the rudest awakening.

A masked voice growled through Orbital Station's comm. 

One: don't ask how I found you. Two: I'm heading for you now. Three: you have a single day 

to evacuate. Anyone and anything left will be eaten. Goodbye.

Kax considered these words. Voz, sitting at her console, demanded to know who was 

issuing this threat, a distinct shakiness in her voice. Olan entered the bridge as well, his work 

placating newsnet complete, confident in his ability to negotiate with journalists and terrorists 

alike. But he knew Kax would be doing the talking, and that they weren't the type to let the 

conversation end here.

“Squeeze them, Grandt,” Olan said.

Kax tapped their wrist, and Rinny appeared alongside them, decked out in a military 
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commander's uniform. 

“Some might consider that 'stolen valor,'” said the Locksmith, who was just entering the 

bridge alongside Zoss Proot, who had agreed to pilot the remaining team members home. Lizpai 

was in the docking bay, seeing to shuttle repairs.

“Ask Antim Waslo or R'ala Vahn about valor,” Kax said. “Ask anyone who ever gave up their 

minds and bodies to shift the power away from the jackboot.” They cut themselves off, trying not 

to get teeth-gritted angry before even speaking to the owner of the voice. Besides, no one got to 

see Kax lose their composure. No one.

“Show me who you are,” Kax said. “If we're going to be meeting soon, I should be able to 

recognize your face.”

The voice cut in again. “There will be no meeting. Only a harvest.”

Kax swallowed. Their veins shivered. 

“I suppose there's nothing I can do to change your mind,” they said, “but I've worked 

tirelessly here. This station has become a home to me. I deserve to know who wants to take that 

away.”

After a moment, the garbled holo image solidified, revealing a red Zabrak in black synth-

leather. She mock-bowed.

“I hope I'm everything you dreamed of,” the Zabrak said, her natural voice just as 

intimidating as the masked one, albeit not as guttural. Maybe that made it more intimidating, the 

fact that she was real, and not synthesized by a computer. “Is that all?”

Kax wanted to ask the one thing the Zabrak had told them not to ask: How did you find this 

place? But they'd have to suss it out alone. 

Better keep the enemy talking, then.
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“Tell me what cause you fight for,” Kax said, “and what the 'harvest' means. If I can't stop 

you, I can at least tell others to stay out of your path.”

The Zabrak gave a playful snort. “I hate to say I warned you, but now that you've seen me, I

can't exactly let you go around talking about my work. I'll ask you to stay put. That way, I won't 

have to slap a bounty on you.”

This was too much. “Work? This is terrorism. Work is what I've been doing. What I've been 

dedicating my life to.”

The Zabrak filed one of her nails on an incisor, casual as could be. “Sounds like a drag. 

Nobody's ever going to remember it.”

Kax leered into the alien's face. Something clicked in their mind. “If you know about this 

place, you were in contact with someone on my team. The Mandalorian, right? I bet you're the one

who put the bounty on R'ala.”

“Who?”

“Miri.”

The Zabrak bit a blunt edge off the side of her nail and spat it aside. “Whatever my quarrel 

with Miri was, your station is a resource that I need. Now that you've wasted my time and 

annoyed me with your barely-concealed rage, I'll be mobilizing my fleet a bit early. Run away and 

be hunted, or stay and enjoy the spectacle before you're devoured.”

Was. Did she think R'ala was dead? No need to reveal the truth. Kax might have a wild card 

here after all.

Kax didn't move. Hands behind their back, jaw quivering, they said, “My name is Kax 

Grandt. You can call me the Radical.”

“And?”
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“Once the opponents have named themselves, the fight has begun.”

 Now the Zabrak allowed an amused smile. Kax had her full attention.

“Tevix,” she said.

“See you soon, Tevix.” Kax nodded at Voz to close the comm, and the image of Tevix 

disappeared. They took a deep breath, then said, “Get me Antim Waslo.”

~

Antim found Apex Station more comfortable and welcoming than the improvised blocks 

and security fencing of the temporary detention centers in which she'd spent her early career, or 

the cold-steel apathy of Orbital Station. Apex was diminutive, but darker inside, cozy, and the 

bridge viewport gazed out upon the warm colors of a nearby gas giant, whose asteroid-speckled 

rings appeared calm and still from this distance. The recruits' quarters were trimmed with 

oblong lights and adorned with whatever custom décor they'd brought with them. Apex wasn't a 

military barracks, and parades of troops frequented it to sharpen their edges in the simulator, so 

rather than keep to the rigid, draconian setup of a standard barracks, Antim encouraged visitors 

to add their own touch to the quarters, to build upon the marks the last ones had made. This way, 

the station built its legacy on something true – a genuinely unified group of trainees who were 

connected through more than the uniform. If the New Republic ever got their act together and re-

militarized, Antim would make sure they saw it her way.

Talitha, Elric, and Slyke were sitting in the lobby adjacent to the bridge, updating their 

loadouts and getting ready to enter the simulator once the current group was finished blasting 

reproduced images of Imperial stormtroopers. The simulator's projectors could imitate any 

opponent participants wished, and the AI could approximate five hundred known tactical builds. 
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The trio on deck were Antim's most promising recruits. They stayed at Apex for days at a time 

and had all cleared the simulator's most difficult programs, which meant they'd taken official-

looking certificates home and were now more likely to be on recruiters' radars. Even if they were 

only hiring for escort or guard duties, it was experience, and there was value in that.

“Who we plugging next?” Talitha asked, her blonde hair chopped at the ears.

“Clankers,” Slyke said. “If we're hundred-percenting ancient war machines, ain't nothing in 

the present landing a bolt on us.”

Antim wanted to say Those present-day enemies have independent thought, but Slyke would

figure it out eventually. He was a sharp kid.

All three of them would've been prime candidates for officer positions during wartime, but

Antim had her eye on Slyke in particular. Independent sponsors had asked if his simulator 

matches could be broadcast on newsnet, probably as part of some kind of propaganda, but Antim 

preferred to keep Apex's activities contained to the station itself. 

Cozy. It was the word that came to mind most often when she pictured these halls, though 

she knew that visitors thought of stronger, more profound words. As much pride as she took in 

what she'd created here, she knew that others should be the ones to actually write about it. 

Artistic flourishes weren't her forte.

Antim settled into the tiny amphitheater where spectators could watch the simulator 

matches. Over the booth, someone had pasted an advertisement for some obscure musical 

group's anniversary tour. She didn't recognize them – half the colloquialisms that flew back and 

forth between Slyke's unit were gibberish to Antim – but they were young. Let them have it. She 

didn't often think about what she could be doing if not this, but on the rare occasions that she 

imagined her alter ego, she could definitely see herself at a music venue.
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Who was she kidding? She'd be too busy scoping out the exits to enjoy the tunes.

As Slyke, Talitha, and Elric plunged into the simulator and began snapping off shots at 

holograms of war droids, Antim's comm chimed. It was Apex's bridge officer.

“Gunnery Chief,” he said, “Olan Bek is here to see you.”

“Governor Olan Bek,” Antim said as the man disembarked his shuttle. “Nice to see you 

again. You know, even after all the fun we had, I still don't know what the hell you're governor of.”

He chuckled. “The title is mainly ceremonial. Is there a place we can sit?”

Antim nodded to Zoss Proot, who had piloted Olan's shuttle and was now seeing to 

maintenance, and led Olan to the amphitheater.

They watched Slyke's unit flawlessly tear apart their synthetic enemies while Olan 

explained the situation at Orbital Station: some lunatic named Tevix was mobilizing a unified 

pirate fleet to crush the station into base elements and use the scrap to build something. Or to eat 

people. It was difficult to know. Either way, the talk of the underbelly was that Tevix was planning 

a blitz on Haidoral Prime once her business with Orbital Station was done.

“The New Republic reserves aren't going to handle that,” Antim said. “Their starfleet is a 

fraction of what it was, and dealing with rumors about pirates half a universe away from the 

Hosnian System isn't their job anyway.”

Olan asked what Antim thought Tevix's game was.

“I don't know what she wants with the station,” Antim said, “but she knows that it's 

hushed, so she'll have no opposition.” On the projector, Slyke zapped the chests of three droid 

holograms, which dissolved into pixels.

Olan leaned forward.
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“Hear me out here,” he said. “Project Anthem was a success. Does Orbital Station need to be

defended? If you ask me, convincing Kax to abandon the station is the real task here. Let Haidoral 

deal with their own problems, or if you want to help them, regroup and make a plan, then meet 

them head-on at full strength.”

“Tevix needs the station before the Haidoral blitz.” Antim squeezed her eyes shut, then 

opened them, watching her unit's score rack up on the projector. A silver New Republic insignia 

appeared next to Slyke's name as a bell went off. “If we defend the station, we prevent the attack 

entirely, which prevents collateral damage and keeps the public from worrying about a new 

threat. Has the news about Project Anthem been released?”

Olan shook his head. “Kax and the Benefactor need to discuss how to disseminate the info 

first.”

“I thought they wanted to send it to the pirates? The Coalition was a symbol of New 

Republic frailty, especially set next to the Disarmament Act. I guarantee the pirate alliance is 

barely holding. We spread the news to their leadership, they crumble.”

“Outgoing transmissions from the station are jammed,” Olan said. “That's why I'm here in 

person, and please know that visiting you is my final official act as a member of this project. Tevix 

is already making a push for Kax. If you head back there now, you'll be caught in the crossfire.”

Antim thought of Kax waiting alone on the station, stubbornly holding their ground. As 

comfortable as Apex Station was, she felt a connection to Kax that wouldn't allow them to simply 

be executed by outlaws.  

“Maybe the crossfire is where I was meant to be, Olan.”

She touched a button on the wall alongside the booth, and the holograms in the simulator 

flashed red and stuttered into nothing. The baffled trio now stood in an empty chamber. “Did we 
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get DQ'd?” she heard Talitha say. “I thought melee was legal!”

Antim awaited them as they exited the simulator.

They had their certificates. They were the best of their generation. They were ready.

“I've got a better scenario for you,” she said, “if you're up for traveling.”

~

Glyn had received Antim's transmission in the middle of the night, but waited until 

morning to tell R'ala. She already knew that the girl wouldn't be leaving H-Prime; even if she'd 

wanted to, Glyn couldn't allow it now. It was her turn to do the protecting, and bringing R'ala back

to Orbital Station was out of the question.

But Glyn also knew that she was needed. 

“Fine,” R'ala said, picking at a plate of fruit. “Go.”

She'd wanted something more, maybe for R'ala to protest her decision at least for a second.

“R'ala, I could be kil– ”

R'ala's palm hit the table. Her fork went flying.

“Don't say it. Don't make me talk about it.”

Glyn held her breath. For a while, it was quiet.
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ArcSong

As her shuttle lurched out of hyperspace, Antim watched crimson particle bolts zap from 

small, one-man fighters toward Orbital Station's skeletal defense force. These were warning 

shots, and soon, Kax would respond.

Zoss Proot docked the shuttle. The group of Antim, Glyn, Talitha, Slyke, Elric, and Proot – 

who had sat in white-knuckle silence for most of the trip – crammed themselves through the 

docking bay corridor and joined a huddle with Kax at the head. Lizpai was also there, cheeks 

smeared with engine grease. The Locksmith was zipping up a flight suit.

“They're holding something back,” Kax said, as if the entire group had been there the 

whole time. 

Glyn piped up first. “I take it we're not going to wait to find out what?”

“Hardly. I need you to coordinate a strategy. Go to the hub and try to get a readout of their 

formation.”

Glyn wanted to ask why Kax couldn't do this, since they knew far more about flight 

formations than she did, but they were already on to the next person in the circle.

“Lizpai, there's a T-85 below. It's all yours. Locksmith, Proot, man whatever else this 

station has for close-range defense.” They looked to Antim's squad. “Stay in the main hallway with

blasters at the hip and comms behind the ear. We're only going to be able to soften the blow, not 

entirely keep the enemy from reaching us.”

Again, Glyn wanted to interject: What if they're planning on taking a few shots from space 
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and incinerating the station altogether? But Kax seemed to have a sixth sense about this, and 

besides, they were already on their way to the hangar.

“The hub's the other way, Kax,” Antim said.

“I'm not going to the hub. Good luck.”

~

Kax's A-wing rested in the hangar, where it had been docked since before Project Anthem 

began. They climbed into the cockpit, settled into the seat, which had molded to their body over 

the last decade, and flipped the switch that lit up the displays. The repulsors howled beneath 

them. Power flowed to every component. The engine rattled, sending familiar vibrations through 

their skin. 

“Glyn, Voz, I'd better hear your voices a lot when I'm out there,” Kax said into the console.

“Acknowledged,” Voz said. 

“Three fighters waiting to meet you,” Glyn chimed in. “Long-range is picking up something 

large. Maybe a shipping container.”

“The Harvester?”

“Negative.”

The A-wing lifted as the repulsors' howl reached a high pitch, and Kax guided the small 

fighter out of the hangar into space. Lizpai, Proot, and Locksmith followed in their own fighters, 

with Lizpai handling the T-85 X-wing like a confident professional. From the ship's astromech 

port, Warble bleeped and babbled, his language easily translatable to her, even without the 

screen. The fact that she'd stayed to help with ship repairs after the mission said enough about 

her, but this made Kax wish they had a medal to pin on her when the battle was over.

“Proot on four, Locksmith on eight, Lizpai on six,” Kax said. “Do it.”
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The three enemy fighters moaned through the vacuum toward them. They were spread 

apart, haphazardly mounting their attack.

“They're not in formation,” Kax said. “Stay tight.”

“We're not exactly your practiced wingmates,” Lizpai chimed in. “This might not run as 

smoothly as you expect.”

“Cut the chatter. Just scatter when they close in on us.”

As the enemy fighters tightened their own slipshod formation, Lizpai, Proot, and the 

Locksmith broke off. Kax called for firepower, unleashing a flurry of ruby bolts that sheared the 

wing off one enemy fighter, sending it into a tailspin. 

“Not bad,” Kax said, adrenaline saturating their chest, the breaths coming more quickly 

now. “Should've gotten all of them. Circle around the station and glue yourself to their rears. Glyn, 

what do you have for me?”

Glyn's voice came right away. She always worked fast. “Looking through the schematics 

and usage history of Orbital Station's fighters,” she said. “The T-Sixty-Fives have faulty deflector 

generators, so Locksmith and Proot are going to want to avoid taking any fire whatsoever.”

“I got us through Project Anthem, didn't I?” Proot laughed, swinging his X-wing around 

Orbital Station's neck.

“Fine,” said Kax. “Tell me about the enemy.”

“No hint at affiliation, but the leader's signature matches a fighter registered to a Gad 

Tabor. Small-time criminal by the look of his records.”

“Nobody's going to miss him, then.”

Kax swung their fighter around the station behind Proot. Lizpai and the Locksmith 

followed at a distance. If they were far apart like this, the enemy would have too many targets, 
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none of them any more advantageous to take out than the others.

Proot's swing around the station put him on the six of one of the enemies, which shattered 

after a few shots to its hull.

“Enemy count down to one,” Glyn said from the hub.

Tabor's ship regained its distance from Kax's squad, circling around and making a beeline 

for them again.

“Don't suppose we can take this joker in and find out who sent him,” the Locksmith said.

Kax snorted. “Tevix sent him, and she's waiting. Taking out as many of the lightweights as 

we can is vital. We don't need distractions and stray shots once the main force gets here. If they're

testing the water, let's show them we're a big damn school of clawfish.”

Lizpai fired, forcing Tabor's fighter to barrel-roll into Kax's crosshairs. The A-wing blasted 

off three bolts, which cooked through Tabor's shields and turned his ship into flaming scrap.

Kax suppressed a cheer. No need to let everybody see the Five Rings side of them now.

Voz's voice came next. “Return to station, Grandt.”

“Negative. Let's see what's in that container.”

Kax walked the length of the derelict shipping container, Lizpai alongside with a blaster 

drawn. 

“Not much of a base of operations,” Lizpai said. 

The place was made to look like a massive hub when it showed up on a scanner, but it was 

hollowed out and cratered with rust. The owner must have cleared out their haul for this little 

stunt, or gotten hold of a newer model. Either way, this was a decoy. 

Kax spoke into the comm. “Glyn, the team we just burned up was disposable. I doubt Tabor
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was even with them. The main force is probably at H-Prime already.”

Glyn didn't respond right away. Her breath caught. She swallowed. 

“Glyn?”

“So how soon are we heading there?”

“Run an ID on this oversized trash disposal, and then we'll talk.”

A few meters ahead, Lizpai was shining a headlamp on a splatter of graffiti. Kax didn't need

to get much closer to recognize it: a flaming sword cutting through the center of a white comet.

The adrenaline returned to Kax's chest.

“Nevermind, Glyn. It's the Cadre.”

“We should regroup here,” Voz said.

But Kax was already heading back to the A-wing, Lizpai on their heels.

“I'll be back to pick up Glyn. Five minutes.”

~

Glyn chose a violet flight suit and got herself to the hangar, Antim and her crew right 

behind.

“We're a ground force,” Antim said. “The two of you are attempting suicide by jumping to 

H-Prime now. You need to stop Kax.”

“There is no stopping Kax.” Glyn zipped up her suit. “This threat needs to be put down 

before H-Prime enforcement is shredded to pieces, and before newsnet knows that there's a 

unified pirate fleet.”

Antim stopped walking. “And before they kill R'ala.”

Glyn stopped too. “They think they already got her.”
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“Doesn't mean she won't do something stupid. Have you known her to be satisfied with 

just sitting in a comfortable room?”

Glyn turned to face her. Slyke, Talitha, and Elric stood behind Antim with their arms at 

their sides and with perfect posture, like real troops, nothing like Brold and the gang.

“Here's what I need you to do,” Glyn said. “Travel to Hope's Node.”

“Hope Snode?”

“Hope's Node. It's what happens when a moon twists out of a planet's orbit, then gets 

discovered by Kel Dor treasure hunters who carve a hideout into its center, and the crime 

syndicate that pushes them out has a sense of humor regarding names.”

“I hope you're going to explain to me why I'd want to go there. As well as why I'd go 

anywhere near a syndicate base.”

“The syndicate was obliterated a hundred years ago. It's a free outpost now, but some 

groups use it as their center of business because the authorities can't find it. Others retire there 

because they know they won't be bothered.”

Antim's mouth twitched, bit a frown, and set itself straight again. “Glyn, what are you 

asking me to do?”

“Kax's people are there. Ring Squadron. I want them to be H-Prime's new defense force.”

“But Kax is grabbing you and heading right into the fray. You could both be dust by the 

time I convince them to help. If I can convince them. Speaking of which, how many years is it 

going to take me to find a rogue moon?”

“No amount of years, because you've got me, and I don't half-do things. I've uploaded the 

current coordinates of Hope's Node to the shuttle.”

Antim frowned again, but there was an acceptance behind it. “If you're wrong about this –”
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“I'm not,” Glyn said. “It will work.”

Antim held eye contact, maybe trying to make sure Glyn really believed her own words.

“Please.”

The three young troops marched off in a line, as if seeing or hearing a sign from Antim that

was invisible to Glyn. Antim nodded. Glyn knew they'd see each other again soon.

~

The hyperspace jump brought Kax's A-wing out an exit over Haidoral Prime's southern 

hemisphere. Glitter – Haidoral Administrative Center One – lay below, specks of its city lights 

visible even from space. This side of the planet was quiet, but Kax's long-range scanner was 

picking up dozens of ships on the far side.

“Probably not just H-Prime security,” Lizpai said from the T-85 behind Kax. Proot and the 

Locksmith hovered nearby.

“I'm dropping Glyn planetside,” Kax said, “then we're taking these guys down. They won't 

expect a small group. We nip their weak points, they get disorganized, they get discouraged, they 

retreat. These are pirates we're talking about; their loyalties change twice a day, sometimes 

between meals.”

Glyn sighed, hopefully too quietly for Kax to hear. This wasn't going to go their way. 

Sending Antim to Hope's Node was a gambit, one that may or may not pay off, but at least it was 

an attempt to remain ahead of the opponent. The advantage in war-gaming was that you usually 

knew who you were up against. Tevix and the Cadre were shadows. 

It doesn't matter who they are, she thought, remembering the mantras she and Fyffe had 

generated during the hours of solitude in ArcSong, Know what they want, claim it first, and you 
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need never shake the enemy's hand. Tevix wanted control of Glitter, probably a temporary control 

that would give her the freedom to mine its riches, then she'd shoot back to deep space to live in 

comfort while her new navy carried out her operations, confidently raiding settlements until she 

got bored. That's where Glyn needed to be, then: not sitting in a comfortable room with R'ala, but 

in Glitter's command center, making use of resources that could bring about the best outcome. 

Victories in war-gaming almost always inflicted such a toll on the victor that they were 

tantamount to defeat, but even those victories didn't come without every single resource – troop; 

starfighter; superweapon; base of operations; hell, every breath – allocated properly. 

Kax's focus had narrowed since spotting the Cadre's insignia in the shipping container. 

Glyn was the only one aware of all the pieces, the only one who could move them into place.

“Drop me here,” Glyn said, pulling up one of Glitter's central docks on the console.

Kax nodded. “You can still get me on the comm. We won't have the scanning tech we had 

on the station, but our goal is more straightforward now. Antim's people can join us when Orbital 

Station is in the clear. What do you have them doing?”

“Looking for a little backup.”

Kax brought the ship into H-Prime's atmosphere.

“Fine,” they said. “I trust you.”

~

The shuttle's interior still smelled of all the worlds Antim's team had visited during the 

Coalition hunt. She didn't imagine Hope's Node would smell any better – starship fuel and the 

sweat of smugglers, most likely – but the memory of those worlds needed to be flushed out of 

Antim's nostrils. Apex Station had no smell at all. Its sterilized air, the absence of old bloodshed, 
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was comforting.

The rogue moon spun in the darkness, long docks jutting out of its face like pins, countless 

craft attached to each. The entrance was an impact crater, sloppily blasted out by aerial 

bombardment. Antim could hear her troops muttering about what to expect, the excitement of 

being on their first real assignment inherent in their sharp whispers.

“Inbound shuttle, tell us what we want to hear,” said a gruff voice over the comm. If this 

was what passed for a bridge officer here, the folks of Hope's Node might not be the kind Antim 

was used to dealing with.

Talitha, in the pilot's chair, leaned into the comm. “Your future best customers, requesting 

docking permissions.”

“This ain't a general store, sister. If you're seeking restock, the nearest flowery outpost is at

least three light years from here. Most of the people who stumble upon us have an agenda, or are 

looking for a more permanent situation.”

Antim leaned in. “Cut the garbage. Nobody stumbles upon Hope's Node. If we're here, you 

know we belong here. Now clear our docking permissions before I start scratching up paint jobs.”

The voice gave a short guffaw. “You're clear to land, mystery shuttle. We're not in the habit 

of asking too many questions here.”

“Not sure why we're still talking, then.” Antim cut the transmission short and began to gear

up. “Bring us in over here, Talitha.” 

They settled onto one of the docking pins, just behind a beaten-up Corellian corvette. A 

turbolift clacked its way up the dock, sliding its doors open to reveal a humanoid droid with 

circuits spilling from its left side like a blast wound, and a small hoverlift alongside it. 

“Most honored guests,” it said in a tinny monotone, “I am EeVee-Eighty-Eight, and it would 
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be my pleasure to see you to lodgings, caddy your belongings, or show you around.”

The four of them walked down the shuttle ramp and planted their feet on the dock, which 

had been grafted into a stony outcropping. “Show us to an information terminal or someone who 

can tell us about what organizations have hubs here,” Antim said to the droid.

EV-88 made a little bow, one of its intestinal circuits sparking. “I can help with this. If you'll

follow me.”

They boarded the lift, which began clacking again as it descended into its subterranean 

home. EV-88 offered to answer any questions the group had, and added that the trip below would

take about five minutes. Antim could practically feel her team's hands shooting into the dusty air.

Slyke asked how many beings lived on Hope's Node (1433). Elric wanted to know about its

history and its stance during the Galactic Civil War (hideout for treasure hunters, syndicate HQ, 

brief killzone, glorious center for peaceful and independent commerce, neutral). Talitha inquired 

about the local food scene (unable to compute phrasing).

Antim was about to ask where Ring Squadron was, but the vibe of this place told her to 

bite her tongue. Hope's Node was the kind of moon where you could pay people to help you 

disappear, and if you knew someone was coming for you, disappearing got a lot easier.

The moon's main chamber spread out in front of them, a deep blue glow emanating from 

the scattered lights. Catwalks were grafted into the moon's rocky mantle. Monitors displayed 

readings of the moon's tidal status, as well as the effect its movements were having on the tides of

the worlds it passed. Canned chatter buzzed from behind the packed-together stalls, maybe an 

on-station radio network. Above, the catwalks joined stacks of cramped apartment units like 

webbing. A homeless Kel Dor lay wrapped in wool on the ground in front of them.
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The droid remained alongside them, waiting to be dismissed. Antim had a feeling it would 

stay attached to them forever if she didn't get rid of it. It casually stepped around the Kel Dor.

“We're curious about pilots who live here,” she said, skirting the actual naming of the 

people she needed. 

“As per your previous inquiry,” the droid said, “the only organized group of pilots operating

out of Hope's Node is the Lunar Flock, who provide escort services to private transports. Shall I 

put in a request for you?”

“No, thanks.”

“How else may I be of service?”

Antim thought for a moment. Keeping this tour guide around would only make her team 

stick out as visitors. She could afford one more question, then she'd need to send the 

deteriorating droid to hassle the next guest.

“Do any of the public terminals allow access to visitor records?”

“Ma'am, the personal business of our guests and residents is private, but the terminals do 

record what ships come and go.”

“Thanks. We're finished.”

The droid attempted another stiff bow, then shuffled back the way it came.

“That should give us something,” Antim said.

Slyke was studying her face. “Why you frowning then, Chief?”

“Just debating whether to blast that droid for calling me 'ma'am.'”

They slipped to the nearest terminal, with Talitha and Elric standing guard five meters 

behind. Another Kel Dor stood in front of the terminal with his arms folded, a black breathing 
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apparatus in place.

“Let me guess,” Slyke said, “you're one of the original treasure hunters.” He patted the grip 

of one of his blasters.

The Kel Dor didn't budge. “You seem new here. We charge a first-time fee of fifty credits for

greenhorns.”

Antim took a step forward. “Oh yeah? Who's we?”

“Node Security. We need to make sure we have the funds to keep everyone safe.”

“So if I go ask that guide droid, he'll confirm that Node Security is a real thing?”

He shrugged.

She considered mentioning that Slyke was a sharpshooter who could bull's-eye this fool 

from a hundred meters, but starting a fight here would've been worse than any damage that droid

could have done.

Instead, she pulled out a datapad. “Who should I make out the payment to?”

“Node Security prefers hard currency.”

He was pressing his luck, but this was foreign ground, and it required solutions outside 

Antim's usual MO. She snapped at Slyke, who reluctantly dug into his pockets and produced a few 

credit chips. He handed them to Antim, who pressed them into the Kel Dor's palm.

“Glad we can continue to serve and protect you,” he said. “Have a pleasant stay.”

He stalked off, and Antim rushed to the terminal before anyone else got in her way. She 

fiddled with the interface.

WELCOME TO HOPE'S NODE

> Departures
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> Arrivals

> Entertainment

> Housing availability

She buzzed through the lists of old arrivals, looked for A-wings of the same generation as 

Kax's. After a few dozen model numbers, blinding green text on black, her eyes started to burn. 

“Chief,” Slyke said, “if these guys don't want to be discovered, they would have found ways 

to rub out their trail. Paid someone to remove them from the list, or came here in something 

other than fighters, maybe.”

“Ring Squadron doesn't go anywhere without their fighters. Don't you think this place has 

unsanctioned races? You should hear how Kax talks about them.”

Speaking of Kax, she thought, they're probably getting pelted with laserfire while I'm 

standing here like an idiot.

Still, no A-wings. 

She scrolled to the top of the list. Her shuttle was about ten down now. A few ships had 

arrived after them: three identical fighters, one after the other. Nothing had shown up on the 

shuttle's scanners the entire trip through the system.

“Slyke,” she said, “get up high and behind something.”

He nodded and melted into the shambling crowd. Talitha tilted her head to the left. She'd 

noticed something.

Three rough-looking men in mismatched uniforms were speaking with a droid identical to 

EV-88, who was gesturing toward the terminal.

“Blasters up,” Antim said, and the team spread themselves out in the middle of the street.
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The opposing trio left the droid alone when they saw Antim, and at their leader's 

command, formed a parallel line in front of them. 

The leader was a stubbly, middle-aged human with black and yellow gear. A perpetual 

smugness rested in his jawline, as if he always thought of himself as one step ahead of whoever he

was addressing. He gripped a heavy rifle in skintight black gloves, waiting for Antim to say the 

first word.

“You'd think,” she said, “with cloaking devices, you'd have been able to actually sneak up 

on us. Let me guess: Gad Tabor. My friend turned one of your ships into junk. I'm guessing pirate 

insurance doesn't cover that.”

No reaction. Talitha and Elric had their blasters raised. The pirates were trying to gauge 

whether they'd be able to pull their own shots in time to hit their enemies. Antim could see their 

eyes darting, the math happening in their heads.

Talitha had her blaster aimed at the goon on the left. “You guys must have more experience

than we do in places like Hope's Node,” she said to Tabor. “Help us find someone, and you can 

pound a few drinks instead of dying for Tevix.”

Tabor smirked. “Let's try something else. You drop your weapons, get on the ground, and 

put your hands on your head, and we'll have an easy enough target that we can kill you clean. 

Better?”

Antim said, “Yeah, let me get right on that,” just as the two goons pulled their blasters. 

Bolts flew from Talitha and Elric's straight into the goons' chests, and before Tabor could even lift 

his heavy rifle, a bolt zipped from an overhead catwalk and cooked the back of his head. All three 

went down.

“Good shooting, Slyke. I'll owe you a drink when you're actually old enough.”
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One of the goons was still alive. Antim knelt over him, seized him by the collar, and asked 

what he knew about the people they were looking for.

~

The minute Kax entered the fray, they regretted it. The forces manning the nearby H-Prime

security checkpoint had launched fighters from their floating outpost to take the first wave of 

pirates head-on, which had resulted in a surge of flaming hull shards flying at Kax's A-wing as 

soon as it exited the planet's atmosphere. Glyn was planetside now, hopefully generating one of 

her brilliant plans. 

The Cadre's fighters – an unbreakable crescent of Z-95 Headhunters – had taken apart the 

remaining security force within two minutes of Kax's arrival. Behind them lurked the Harvester, 

an orb-shaped machine with a blinding floodlight where, if it had been a droid, its photoreceptor 

would have been. Attached to it was a modded-out cruiser that Kax recognized as the Precision, 

the ship that belonged to a notorious bounty hunter named Tak Artur. Glyn had been onboard 

that ship and left for dead by its pilot just before meeting Kax. They felt their knuckles tighten 

around the controls.

“Time for a closer look,” the Locksmith said. “Can't let these amateurs get all the credit.”

He and Proot lunged ahead, circumventing the Cadre, who ignored them. As they 

approached the Harvester, its frontal aperture yawned open and sucked both ships toward it like 

an enormous magnet. Proot fired off a few sizzling bolts, but he was caught in some kind of 

miniature tractor beam. The Precision's cannons glowed and let off two bolts of their own, and 

Proot's fighter shattered. The Locksmith, thrusters straining to retreat, didn't even get a shot off 

before being sucked into the Harvester, which crushed his ship into mangled metal.
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No mayday, no goodbye, nothing. Both blots disappeared from Kax's scanner.

“Everyone pull back,” Kax was saying into the comm. “Pull back!”

But H-Sec didn't take orders from Kax. They couldn't even hear them.

~

Glyn scaled the ramp to Glitter's command center, a spire that gazed over the shoulders of 

skyscrapers and watched the skyways buzz. A stripe of security personnel in black and white 

armor raised their blasters, their leaders locked in the tower behind them, scrambling to make 

sense of the attack. Sending her best warrior to Hope's Node as a glorified ambassador had been a

gamble. Walking straight into a squad of panicked trigger-fingers would be another.

“I'm not with them,” she said, advancing. 

“Hands on your head,” said the squad's lieutenant, a clean-cut kid, inching forward and 

taking aim for Glyn's chest. “Then get on your belly. We'll sort you out from there.”

Glyn kept inching forward. “I have nothing to surrender for, and you can't afford to waste 

time. This isn't just an H-Sec issue. I need access to the command center.”

She felt the infrared sight of the kid's blaster rifle sizzle over her forehead. He was scared. 

She didn't blame him.

“I'm going to walk past you,” she said, “and you're going to let me.”

People were dying in the sky. There was no time to learn the kid's name, convince him of 

what was right, any of that heroic nonsense. She took the next few steps. The other guards 

mimicked the kid, resolving to fire.

Another guard, some kind of ranking officer, walked out of the complex and gripped the 

kid's shoulder. “Lower your weapons,” she said. She was a human with a blonde braid and acne 
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scars. Glyn recognized her voice. She wasn't a recent acquaintance. She was someone from 

another life.

“Shardi?”

The captain of Vexen Tower's security detail hadn't been a close friend, but she'd been a 

conversation partner and someone Glyn liked. With the identical black helmets Vexen's 

employees wore, they'd never seen each other's faces. Glyn wondered how Shardi had recognized 

her. 

“If you're here to help,” Shardi said, “get inside.”

The ride to the top of the spire was mostly silent, owing both to Shardi's reserved 

demeanor and what awaited them in the command center: Glyn didn't know what it would look 

like, exactly, but she imagined a bunch of inexperienced government employees with cushy 

positions and fancy titles, scrambling to respond to an organized takeover.

“At least they didn't go for an aerial bombardment,” Glyn said. 

“Your methods of breaking silences leave something to be desired.” This was the Shardi 

that Glyn remembered. 

“How'd you get the promotion?”

“It's not a promotion. At least not insofar as having a retainable position in Glitter. H-Sec 

simply reached out to anyone on-world with citable strategic or combat experience. If anyone 

knows the minds of underworld players, it's us Vexen types, right?”

Plus, if the defense of H-Prime was successful, Shardi could list it among her qualifications 

for offworld work. Any accomplishments she racked up as a Vexen drone were anonymous.

The command center was a dome at the top of the spire, lined with rows of workstations 
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manned entirely by humans. The aisles were packed with other beings crowding around consoles,

rearranging loadout lockers, examining schematics. They all turned their heads when Glyn 

entered the room. Her chest seized up.

Shardi elbowed her in the ribs.

“My name is Glyn na Hionah,” she said. “I was a strategic expert on – ” She caught herself 

before hemorrhaging classified information. “ – on several critical projects, all of which were 

successes. I am here to offer my expertise and prevent this battle from extending past Haidoral 

Prime.”

“It's not a battle,” someone said from a workstation at the far end. “The pirates have 

created a blockade over us.”

“We're trying to figure out why,” Shardi added.

One of the two dozen screens displayed a schematic of the orbital security outpost the 

Cadre had been swarming around.

“May I?”

Shardi nodded. Glyn examined the screen, the outline of the triangular station glowing 

green in all corners. The station had taken no damage. Around its perimeter, Cadre fighters 

hovered. The Harvester and the Precision listed nearby.

“They don't want control of the entire planet,” Glyn said. “They just want to hit the financial

center. The blockade will stop anyone from landing, and it'll let them get their own people on the 

ground.”

A technician spoke up. “So we need more ships in the sky?”

“No. They can only send a skeleton force down here without being noticed. We guard both 

of the spire's platforms, then await aerial backup.”
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“And when's that coming?” Shardi asked.

“I'm working on it. Anyone sent up there now will be destroyed. The Cadre is an 

experienced clan of slavers and killers; they want to fight. If we keep them thirsty, we can catch 

them by surprise.”

Glyn tried to believe her own words, tried to believe they'd actually let their guard down. 

Kax's stories about the Cadre made her fingers curl. But there was only one way through this now,

and that was out the other side.

“Alright,” said Shardi. “What do we need?”

She thought about it. 

“First, get me Lizpai Torfin.”

~

Tevix ignited the Lacerator's cloaking device, then paced its length so that everyone could 

see her face. She was sharing her ship with a few members of the Guavian Death Gang, some 

freelancers from the Outer Rim, and the Cadre's Quarren incendiary specialist. On an adjacent 

shuttle, which would be landing directly behind them on Haidoral Administrative Center One's 

southern platform, was Fiddach, leading an infiltration team that included 4-D0J, a custom-

tailored IG-series droid that Tevix had built herself. The plan was to have her people meet 

Haidoral's ground team head-on, then casually walk into the spire alone. The financial center's 

core systems would belong to her, and once she'd mined what she wanted, she would build her 

army, trim the fat off the one she had now, and the real campaign would begin.

That didn't mean she'd underestimate Haidoral's security, even if Miri had talked it down 

when they'd traveled together. The first squadron hadn't put up much of a fight against the Cadre, 
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but the Radical – that persistent human – wouldn't let themselves be defeated without a full show

of defiance. If the enemy brought anyone formidable, the Cadre's carrier, the Q'anah's Revenge, lay

just beyond the edge of the system, ready to deploy a legion of pilots, including Davi herself. And 

all of this was assuming the opposition proved problematic for Tak Artur, whose Precision had 

already taken out the first wave of Kax's wing without even moving.

Still. She wouldn't underestimate the enemy. The original Sickle could speak to what a 

poor idea that was.

Tevix sat herself in the pilot's chair next to the Quarren. She looked through the ship's 

canopy at the billions of stars, then down at Haidoral Prime, which spun passively in its own blue 

haze.

“Let's begin,” she said.

~

Tak usually preferred the get-in-get-out approach, which placed the blockade plan 

distinctly outside his wheelhouse, but the upcoming payoff would be unmatched, so he didn't 

mind the waiting. It didn't hurt that he'd gotten to watch little orange blots vanish from his 

scanner as he'd blown attacking ships to scrap. Scooping up bounty heads by himself had a 

certain thrill to it, but nothing matched the catharsis of being behind the Precision's controls, 

creating so much impact with the flip of a switch. Now, he was also controlling the Harvester, 

Tevix's ten-ton mobile scrapyard. With its tractor beam, it could whip any fighter to its doom 

before it could squeeze a single shot at Tak, and everything it crushed would eventually be reborn

as something better. He could only shield one of them – his ship or the Harvester – at a time, but 

his aim and firepower rendered that particular setback moot.
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There were probably pirates in Tevix's group that would've shaken their heads at such an 

overpowered ship. Screw them. Adventure and excitement were for children. Honor and chivalry 

brought you nothing but an early grave. The pragmatic were the ones who lived on. 

The Precision had been a refugee vessel when Tak had first come upon it, listing just 

outside the orbit of Parnassos, a nuked world being eyed for possible extractions by an 

independent group of activists. This was before Tak was a staple in his business; absent his own 

ship, he had no way of hauling bounty heads to their posters, and there was no way a former 

duct-dweller from the fungus-lined bowels of 1313 was going to purchase his own. He'd 

pretended to be interested in the Parnassos operation (which the activists had decided not to go 

through with anyway due to radiation readings), earning himself a ride off of Coruscant. He'd 

gotten chummy with the crew, who'd really seemed to like him – one, a tangly-haired girl with a 

mole on her lip, even told him he had “potential.” When he'd finally gotten hold of a blaster and 

spaced them all, he'd felt nothing. 

It wasn't that they'd deserved to die. “Deserve” had little to do with it. It had just been the 

pragmatic thing to do. He'd heard people say that things happened for a reason, and he believed it

insofar as everything that happened was caused by someone else's conscious decision: every 

action was a means to an end, including working with Tevix. If she wanted to use her newfound 

might to fill the Imperial power vacuum, she was welcome to it, as far as Tak was concerned. He'd 

be ducking out once Haidoral was taken.

The signal came. Tevix and her Poletec bodyguard descended, cloaked, into Haidoral's 

atmosphere, while the Cadre rallied around the Precision and the Harvester.

“Rack up a good enough tally,” Davi said over the comm, “and you might get another 

trading card.”
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“If that's a challenge, you'd better bring your little fighter down here and show me what 

you can do,” Tak replied.

Tak and Davi had been competitors from the start. Whether they remained allies or 

enemies, there would always be some kind of competition between them. If Tak was honest, 

though, he didn't want to be within a light year of the Cadre ever again. Competitive banter was 

one thing, but hell if he was going to get roped into a slaving voyage. Davi's stories, the way she 

discussed herding people into shipping containers as if she were describing her morning routine, 

made the burn-scars on Tak's head prickle. 

“Haidoral has a volunteer flight corps,” Davi said. “They'll be sent out next. B-wings. Plenty 

of sluggish targets for all.”

Tak opened a new comm channel. “Precision, checking in,” he said. “Systems green, 

weapons warm. Assume attack positions.”

~

Antim walked behind Elric, her explosives expert and the toughest all-around physical 

figure on her team, who was currently dragging Tabor's wounded goon alongside him. From the 

outside, it would have looked like a group of soldiers helping a drunk buddy get back to his 

housing unit.

The goon wasn't with the Cadre, but temporarily working with them had made him party 

to many conversations about the group's enemies, including those that had escaped them in the 

past. The name “Ring Squadron” had come up, and he had orders to report to Davi if he found 

them. Considering that Tevix had sent him to Hope's Node to stop Antim's recruiting mission, she 

imagined he knew what they looked like, too.
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Soon, they passed a dank-looking gambling hall with a few tables out front. The goon's 

eyes lingered on a table of six beings who were being yapped at by a rat-faced Chadra-Fan who 

stood about the height of Antim's knees. He dealt cards and droned through the setup of a joke 

about a Wookiee in a spice mine.

“You recognize them?” Antim said to the goon, who didn't answer. Elric shoved his blaster 

into the goon's ribs. “Say one of their names.”

Finally, the goon muttered, “Chal Fith.”

The Chadra-Fan's snout wrinkled. The rest of the table – three humans, a Shistavanen, and 

a Bothan – lifted their heads in unison.

Antim spoke before the Chadra-Fan could make the sarcastic comment she sensed was 

coming. “Ring Squadron, I presume?”

Chal Fith looked at the goon, then back to Antim. “Two observations,” he said. “One: the 

guy with the burnt hole in him isn't with you. Two: your awkward posture and the artillery 

factory strapped to your belt tell me you're completely out of your element here.”

The goon elbowed Elric in the jaw, then took off at an exasperated run. He didn't get far 

before Antim drew her blaster and sent another bolt into his back, which put him down for good.

“There,” she said, turning back to the table. “The real me. Can we cut the crap now?”

The Herglic guarding the gambling hall's blast door turned the other way.

“I'm afraid not,” Chal Fith said. “Ring Squadron didn't come here to swear allegiance at the 

first sign of a random show of strength. You've earned a seat if you want to sit. Otherwise, let me 

finish my joke.”

She signaled to Elric, Talitha, and Slyke to lower their weapons, then pulled out the single 

empty stool and planted herself on it. Even sitting, she was taller than Chal Fith, who finish 
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dealing the cards as the Bothan and the Shistavanen leered at her with their sharp canine eyes.

“What are we playing?” she said.

“Sabacc. Iridonian rules.” A stack of cards landed in front of her. “Unless you prefer a 

different game.”

Ring Squadron was a special breed. They all looked like they'd kept in shape, and they 

were clearly still a team of sorts, but how long had it been since they'd flown together? Would 

they even care about Haidoral Prime and its problems when they were adrift out here, on an 

outpost disconnected from the civilized galaxy and all galactic governments? Then there was the 

matter of the A-wings not appearing on scanners. 

She reached for her cards, but the Bothan cleared his throat and nodded to the human on 

his left, an older woman with a dark complexion and streaks of gray in her black hair. The woman 

slid a datapad across the table; it skidded to a stop alongside the card stack.

On the pad was a terse message:

THE DROIDS RECORD EVERYTHING.

Antim noticed dozens of droids, but none exactly like the one who had brought them down

the turbolift. Maybe these guys were paranoid (but on top of that, maybe they had a reason to be).

She'd play along for now. If this was a test of patience, it was one she needed to pass.

“I like the Haidoral rules better,” she said, “but I think it would be better if all members of 

your club were playing.”

“Oh yeah?” Chal Fith said, recognizing what she was doing. “What kind of stakes are we 

talking?”
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“High.”

“Is anyone else from our club interested in Haidoral rules?”

“Yeah. The club's president.” She slid the datapad back to the woman.

Ring Squadron all shared looks with one another. They knew she was talking about Kax, 

and Antim knew how close the group was, even if a piece of time had passed since they'd been a 

unit. 

Kax was in trouble. Ring Squadron couldn't stand for this. At least, Antim hoped that would

be enough to convince them.

One of the other humans, a tattooed woman with purple braids, leaned over and tapped 

something into the datapad, then skidded it back to Antim.

LEAVING THE NODE ISN'T AS EASY AS GETTING HERE.

“Because you don't have ships?” Antim asked.

Chal Fith shook his head. “Our U-wings are fine. Still at Hotera Dock.”

Ah. Shouldn't have assumed they'd have the same fighters Kax had.

“Every craft that docks here gets a tracker,” the woman with the sleeve tattoos said. “Since 

we're residents here, we can fly in certain lanes, and if our tracker detects that we've reached a 

certain distance, Node Security gives us trouble.”

“What kind of trouble?”

Chal Fith spoke again. “A few bolts to the stern.”

So that was the price of this paradise: if you lived on Hope's Node, Hope's Node was your 

life. Maybe it was worth it for those who conducted lucrative business and never needed to leave. 
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But Ring Squadron was a team of movers. Being effectively retired didn't mean they'd never get 

the itch again. Antim wondered whose oversight that had been.

Talitha shifted behind Antim. “How do we get out, then?”

The Shistavanen slapped a paw over his face. The others shushed Talitha.

“Datapad!” the tattooed woman snapped.

Antim was starting to understand the game. The only things they could speak aloud were 

facts, not plans or desires (leastways none that would grind Node Security's gears). The whole 

thing made Antim's blood bubble. Extortion and bullying were enough to get her into a fight, but 

these guys weren't a real military or a government. They had no right to keep anyone here, much 

less to fire on them. 

This is why the New Republic needs to work.

Antim tapped something into the datapad and slid it back. The Bothan picked it up and 

handed it to Chal Fith, who held a finger up until he'd finished sipping some greenish liquid from 

a tumbler, then took it.

“Ah,” he said. “So you're an 'all-in' type of woman. I like people who bet it all on one round. 

Reminds me of myself.”

“This particular round will take place at the top of that turbolift in twenty minutes. See you

there?”

They all shared a look again. Chal Fith said to Antim, “This is Taj,” and pointed to the older 

woman who had originally slid the datapad over, then to the tattooed woman, “and Jerrel. You'll 

meet the rest on the way.”

The Bothan growled. He wasn't angry this time; he was ready for a reunion.
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~

Lizpai Torfin walked the perimeter of Glitter's buzzing airfield, ducking under fueling 

hoses as engineers hooked them to the fleet of B-wings. She hopped onto the metal snout of a 

transport tug, waiting to be called to the hangar deck for duty. She'd worked on plenty of decks 

like this, but none as expansive and organized, not to mention for something so critical on such 

short notice.

Lizpai's translation skills had begun developing as a result of being a military brat during 

the Galactic Civil War, always on the move given her parents' fluctuating deployments. Sometimes

they were needed to spray coolant on overheated X-wing engines on Yavin, other times to train 

greenhorn engineers on how to fluidly move through a hangar and complete their duties without 

crashing into coworkers or getting clipped by an incoming fighter. Lizpai got to meet all sorts of 

beings while sitting on tugs and watching the action just like this, learning the basics of their 

communication, but it wasn't until she'd completed her advanced degree in Intergalactic Cultural 

Exchange and Language that she was able to converse with most known species without the use 

of a translator. Even those whose languages weren't accounted for in regular galactic lexicon were

easy enough for her to pick up on after a few minutes of listening. She'd originally thought this 

would be useful on her trek to climb mountains on one hundred unique worlds (an 

accomplishment that would earn her the title of Centurion by the Nine Systems Summit Club), but

in the meantime, it had put her in demand for work with all kinds of expeditions, including 

Project Anthem. 

Now, though, it was back to her family's roots.

“You must be Torfin,” said a sharp voice, piercing the cacophony like a glass shard. A man 

in a spotless green flight suit approached, back straight, a proper military man. Hints of a salt-
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colored beard poked through his cheeks. “I'm Bain Salvo.”

She stood and saluted. Bain Salvo was Jade Leader, the head of H-Prime's volunteer corps, 

a group of veterans and flight experts who had kept their skills tight and their ships available in 

the event of any action in the sector. This was their time, and Lizpai felt a tinge of adrenaline wash

through her chest at the thought of being part of this.

“I heard you worked on a top secret project with that maniac out there,” Bain said. “Glyn 

tells us that almost no one made it back. I don't need to prod more than that, but I know your 

parents' records, and that's enough for me to know I can trust you. Think you can keep my B-wing

in the air?”

That maniac. Kax? 

“Aye.”

“What do you know about the B-wing, Torfin?”

“It's a damage sponge, and a one-man wrecking crew if you know how to use it.”

Bain nodded. “Damn straight. We're going to have you breaking a sweat down here, just so 

you know. Fighters will need work done every – ”

He cut himself off as every engineer's head lifted to the skies. Kax's A-wing stuttered onto 

the hangar deck, coughing smoke out its venting duct, stabilizers laboring louder than a dying 

dewback.

“That's you, kid,” said Bain, moving forward to bark orders at his squadron.

As soon as the A-wing touched down, its canopy flung open and Kax staggered out, hair 

matted, brown sweat-stains pocking their flight suit. Another engineer leaned a ladder against 

the cockpit and helped them down to the deck.

“Lizpai,” Kax said, disheveled and struggling for breath, “I need to be back up there in ten 
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minutes.”

“I – um, I don't think that's possible, boss.” She'd never seen Kax like this. Kax had only 

ever been the rigid, hands-behind-the-back professional in a crisp uniform that they'd been since 

Lizpai had attended that first briefing on Orbital Station.

The A-wing hadn't been hit, thankfully – A-wings rarely survived any direct hits; it was the 

price you paid for the speed and maneuverability – but Kax had opened the throttle so wide and 

redirected power so many times that the fighter was almost junk.

Lizpai grabbed a coolant canister and three engineers. There wouldn't exactly be time to 

order new parts, but maybe some magic could be worked here. “Make sure that port gyro 

stabilizer isn't melted,” she said to her crew, “and replace the charging cells.” The canopy came 

down, and Lizpai saw the hairline crack that extended from the chassis to halfway up the 

viewport. She thought to give one more order – to fill in the crack and dry the sealing compound 

as quickly as possible – but she only trusted herself to do it. Hell if she was going to let Kax get 

sucked into the void.

As the engineers worked, the nearby turbolift hummed, and soon, its door opened to 

reveal Glyn, tall and confident, decked out in the purple shimmersilk Lizpai had gotten used to, 

striding onto the airfield as if she owned it. 

Glyn said something to the hangar's communications officer, who then spoke into the 

overhead comm: “A flight plan has been finalized. All combat operatives and lead engineers report

in to meet with other flight leaders. Five minutes.”

Lizpai wiped some grease from her forehead.

What other flight leaders?
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~

Antim led Ring Squadron to Hotera Dock, where their U-wings lay tethered to the giant 

docking pin like bare limbs on a dead tree. She'd had her hand resting on her blaster all the way 

up the turbolift, assuming they'd be receiving resistance from Node Security, but when the lift 

opened to welcome them to Hotera Dock, they found only the silence of the void. A single Kel Dor 

guarded a stand-up terminal, just like the one Antim had confronted before.

“I'm guessing we don't want to shoot anyone here,” she said.

“You guess right,” Jerrel said. “Node Security are the only ones who can disable those 

trackers. Trying to muscle them is the wrong approach.”

Antim looked to Chal Fith. “Get your muscle ready anyway.”

Chal Fith nodded to Merghen, the Bothan. He and the Shistavanen (whose name Antim 

couldn't pronounce, but to her, it sounded something like “Vur-sig-ur,”) pounded their fists 

together. Antim was starting to like them.

Jerrel reached to stop Antim as the latter approached the Kel Dor, but Slyke and the others 

raised their hands as if to say She knows what she's doing.

“Node Security welcomes you,” the Kel Dor said, as smarmy and confident as the other. 

“What service can we provide today?”

“You can move out of the way so that we can grab our ships and get moving.”

The Kel Dor turned to face the terminal. “Let me just pull up your credentials.” After a 

moment, he'd identified Ring Squadron. “Ah,” he said. “It says here that some of you are residents. 

Per usual, you are to stay within the designated flight lanes. I'm also being told that you've 

already received two of your three allotted warnings. Better start playing nice out there.”

Node Security's penalty system reminded Antim of the old Imperial scandoc checks. It was 
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bare-faced fascism, and in this case, not even legal.

“I'm afraid we're all leaving for good,” Antim said, “and you can kiss my blaster muzzle if 

you don't like it.”

Jerrel audibly cringed. On cue, Merghen rushed to the Kel Dor's rear and slammed a meaty 

mitt into the back of his head. The Kel Dor crumpled.

“Letting off steam on a single guard isn't going to get us to Haidoral,” Taj said.

Antim pulled out a computer spike, which she jammed into the terminal's data drive.

“You know,” she said, “I once spent several weeks living with a slicer on Crul.” She tapped 

away at the holographic interface. “At first, I thought she was an upstart, one of those big talkers 

who gets killed as soon as the mission starts. But after watching her slice through the defenses of 

an impenetrable complex, sitting there for weeks with a patience like I've never seen, I started to 

think she was one of the most impressive people I'd ever met. I didn't have to kick down a single 

door on that mission.” She kept moving through the terminal's flimsy firewalls as everyone looked

on. Node Security must not have expected anyone to even try a stunt like this.

“Also,” Antim went on, “she taught me a trick or two.”

The spike made a clicking sound, and then there came a similar hollow click from each of 

the U-wings on the dock.

The trackers were deactivated.

“Don't leave without us,” Antim said as she, Slyke, Talitha, and Elric backtracked to their 

shuttle.

~

An armored transport screeched to a halt at the airfield comms hub. Kax, still reeling from 
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the initial skirmish with the Precision and about to examine Glyn's flight plan, watched the 

transport's hatch stutter open.

There they were: Chal Fith, Merghen, Jerrel, Taj, Vyrsygyr, Henling. Somehow, they were 

here. Behind them, Antim and her team jumped out of the transport, all looking a bit gaunt from 

the ordeal of sifting Ring Squadron out of the ether. 

Seeing their old squadron took Kax's mind off the Cadre for a moment, as well as the fact 

that everyone on the ground was furious at Kax for that near-suicide run just now. Proot and the 

Locksmith were never coming back, and no matter how much rage churned inside Kax, they 

couldn't go getting themselves or anyone else killed without a plan for winning, not after coming 

this far.

Bizarre how solid ground changed one's perspective.

“Well,” Chal Fith said, crossing the hangar deck, his full height barely reaching the thighs of 

the humans, “if it isn't Ring Leader. I bet you're still proud of that hilarious title, too. Am I right?”

Kax laughed, felt their muscles loosen, like unhooking steel cables that have been wound 

too tight. They crouched and embraced Chal Fith, then stood and embraced the others one by one.

Ring Squadron were Kax's brothers, sisters, closest confidantes, the only window to their racing 

days and the most direct link to the person who would eventually become the junior senator who 

buried the Coalition of the Nudj and fought the galaxy's most vicious pirates over H-Prime.

Jerrel held Kax the longest. Their hearts thudded together. Kax inhaled her burnt-

cinnamon scent, which hadn't changed at all since those old years, and which transported Kax to 

a future that never was, that could never be. There was only the present. When Jerrel let go, 

they'd be taking to the stars one more time as Ring Squadron, squaring off with devils.

Don't get all shaky now. You need to be the one who holds it together.
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“What the hell have you been up to, Grandt?” Chal Fith laughed. “Or do we have to wait to 

tell fun stories until after we toss ourselves into the fire?”

Kax wanted it so badly, but there was no time.

“After,” they said.

Chal Fith and Taj nodded. Merghen and Vyrsygyr were already speaking with the engineers

(primarily Lizpai, the one who could understand them), beginning to refuel their U-wings and 

have their deflector shield generators inspected.

Kax brought Chal Fith and Jerrel to the meeting with Glyn. They all rode the turbolift 

together, surrounded by the smell of sweat and the stomach-squeezing tension of what was 

coming, until they were all standing in a circle in the command center along with Antim, Bain 

Salvo, Captain Shardi, and Voz, who had used the same hyperspace lane Kax and Glyn had used to 

reach H-Prime without alerting the enemy.

Chatter percussed the command center. Droids buzzed back and forth, transferring stat 

readouts to their masters. Warble, who had come along with Voz, bleeped something at Glyn.

“I don't think so,” Glyn said. “Kax flies an A-wing. There's no room for an astromech unit on

an A-wing.”

Warble whistled and whined. 

“I know you miss R'ala,” Glyn said. “I do too.”

Voz activated the central screen with a wrist remote, then exaggeratedly cleared her throat

until everyone quieted down. The screen displayed the plan that Glyn and the others had 

generated, which accounted for everything from flight vectors to blast trajectories to the 

likelihood of crossfire on each square of the grid. A thrill gripped Kax's chest, like a hand made of 

ice. All at once, this no longer felt like improvisation. This was a legitimate operation.
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“One thing, though,” Glyn said. “The Precision is a monster. It's covered in illegal mods, and 

has backup cannons hiding under practically every hull tile. As it seems to be taking an idle 

position in this battle, you are to stay away from it at all costs. The goal is to dismantle the main 

force and convince Tevix that we're too much trouble.”

Kax remembered Glyn's story about spending time on the Precision, about its pilot and his 

lazy, jaded ideas about the galaxy. His role at the head of this pirate fleet made total sense, and 

even gave Kax some ideas about his methods. They wondered if Glyn ever thought her ordeal, 

which had indirectly led her to Kax, would end up as useful intel.

“If you don't mind my saying so,” Bain Salvo cut in, “what's going to convince a monster like

that to retreat?”

Glyn didn't miss a step. “Tak Artur is a bounty hunter. Most of you know his reputation. 

Maybe you know facts about his upbringing on Thirteen-Thirteen, maybe you've heard about his 

hunt records, maybe you know he killed his own father. Those are just statistics. Pile on enough of

them, and you've got an entire squadron frightened of a little math. I've actually spent time as his 

prisoner. I've seen him without the carapace. He's got a half-scorched head, which means 

someone almost killed him, which means he can be killed. He's mortal, and he's selfish. The 

minute he sees this fight tipping one way, he'll jump to hyperspace and be out of the Mid Rim's 

hair for good.”

No one had another comment about Artur. Voz tapped her wrist remote again, and the 

screen image changed to a holographic readout of the Harvester.

“Call it the Harvester if you want,” Glyn said, “but it's just another scary name for a 

machine that can be destroyed. What you're looking at is an advanced Magna tri-droid chassis 

that's been gutted and turned into a mobile scrapyard. Tevix is using it to collect resources from 
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junked ships, satellites, and small space stations in order to build her own fleet. Your goal isn't to 

destroy it; just stay out of range of its tractor beam. As long as it's tethered to the Precision, 

neither can move very fast.”

Chal Fith asked if the Harvester had any weaknesses.

“In theory, it shouldn't be any more armored than any other droid, but the Harvester is 

protected by the Precision's shields. Again, attacking it will not further your objective. Focus on 

the Cadre.”

The voices quieted. Consoles pulsed with sound. Droids chirped and whistled.

“We're adjourned, then,” Glyn said. “Make yourselves proud.”

On the airfield, Kax touched hands with all of Ring Squadron, saluted Jade Squadron, and 

then found Lizpai, whose cheeks were smeared with finger-shaped grease smudges. She was 

standing on the A-wing's canopy, aiming a hot air fan at the repaired hairline crack. 

“Lizpai – ”

“Shut it,” Lizpai said. “You have to take it easy with this ship, or you're going to become 

spacedust without anyone even having to shoot you down.”

Kax understood. They told Lizpai they'd see her back here soon, and in another minute, 

they were in the cockpit at the controls once more, the canopy coming down, repulsors moaning 

to life. The displays were all lit. Charge cells replaced. Concussion missiles full.

Jade Squadron took to the air first, spreading out so that they dotted H-Prime's skies like 

massive birds. Ring Squadron followed, with Jerrel and Chal Fith flanking Kax, the rest hovering 

behind, ready to slide into formation at a moment's notice.

“All units,” Glyn's voice said over the command center's comm channel, “report in.”
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Kax was supposed to be first. A hollowing silence spread between Glyn's message and the 

moment that Kax touched their headset. The icy tingle gripped their spine.

“Ring Leader, standing by. Breaking atmo.”

Then came the rest of them.

“Ring Two, standing by.” Chal Fith.

“Ring Three, standing by.” Jerrel.

“Ring Four, standing by.” Taj.

Two growls from Ring Five and Ring Six, Merghen and Vyrsygyr.

“Ring Seven, standing by.” Henling.

“Jade Leader, standing by.” Bain Salvo. The rest of Jade Squadron chimed in with their call 

signs. The sky burned away, and the stars fanned out before them, the Precision and the Harvester

at a distance, the Cadre's fighters already weaving into their crescent formation.

“Come in hot!” Kax shouted into the comm. Crimson particle bolts lit up the darkness as 

Jade and Ring unleashed fury. The Cadre's Headhunters swept across space like a saber, cutting 

two of Jade's B-wings to pieces.

“How are they doing that?” came the frustrated bark of Bain Salvo.

“Focus, Jade Leader,” Kax said. “They've been at this a long time. Identify key links in the 

chain, and smash them.”

Merghen, Taj, and Henling fired a volley of shots that came slightly wide of their targets as 

the solid Cadre crescent began its return.

“Wedge formation,” Kax said to Ring Squadron, who tucked in around their A-wing like the 

head of an arrow. Kax's blood jumped.

Bain ordered his fighters to tighten up; they didn't need to be decimated when the Cadre's 
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stroke fell again. 

“Don't fire until they do,” Kax said. “They'll read our trajectories.”

“Copy, Ring Leader,” Chal Fith said. “On your signal.”

The saber of Headhunters chopped through the field again, loosing a spray of particle bolts

that dented the deflector shields of a few B-wings, but failed to take any out.

They all heard Kax scream, “Unleash hell!” And they did.

The Headhunters' shields couldn't hold a candle to a B-wing, but they were still more solid 

than Kax's fighter, especially in its current state. A single Cadre fighter at the very tip of their 

formation exploded in a shower of flaming metal. It had been Chal Fith's shot.

“Eat that!” the Chadra-Fan shouted.

“Focus, Ring Two. Maintain wedge.”

As the Cadre finished its second pass, Kax got a clear look at the Headhunter at the center, 

with a green comet-sword emblazoned on its port side.

Davi.

Kax felt their teeth grit. Last time they'd been this close to the Pirate Queen of the Cadre, it 

had been among a crowd of cuffed, confused beings who had been transported in the very 

shipping container that had haunted Orbital Station earlier today, the air ripe with the bitter 

smell of infection. The temptation to go straight for Davi was unbearably strong. It clawed at Kax's

insides like the talons of a great beast. But such a stunt would mean the end of Ring Squadron, a 

waste of everything they'd worked for during Project Anthem, and a betrayal of Glyn's trust.

They unclenched their teeth and leaned back, knuckles still whitened around the A-wing's 

controls. 

“Tell us what you've got, Glyn.”
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The Theelin's voice crackled through the comm. “Precision is maintaining position. 

Continue to avoid contact.”

“What about these blasted pirates?” Bain cut in.

“They've used the exact same flight path for both sweeps,” Glyn said. “If you fly through the

hole they leave on their next pass, you'll be on their side of the combat zone and a less 

comfortable distance from the Harvester than I'd prefer, but they'll have to reform their ranks and

come to you. It's our best chance to break them up.”

“Copy, Command. All craft, brace for third sweep. Open fire on my signal.”

When the Cadre cut through the combat zone again, they turned another of Jade's B-wings 

into flames and scrap. Jerrel's U-wing lobbed two particle bolts into a Headhunter's starboard 

engine, sending it careening away from the pack before it became a fireball.

“Nice shot, Ring Three,” Kax said, blood pumping. “Keep this up, everyone. They take, we 

take. We don't let them pass us unscathed.”

Bain's voice sounded off next. “Maintain formation and cross combat zone.”

“Copy, Jade Leader.”

The B-wings and U-wings swung through the light crossfire, the U-wings arcing around 

behind Kax. “Half-note formation,” Kax said to their squadron. Everyone followed, instinctively 

weaving into an old pattern that had routinely protected them against environmental hazards and

enemy projectiles alike.

The Cadre scattered and barrel-rolled around to face them, but not before Ring and Jade 

picked off three more of their fighters. The skies lit up with fire. From Davi's Headhunter, a gold 

particle bolt sheared through a B-wing's primary airfoil. Kax squeezed off two shots at Davi, 

which scattered wide.
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“Just lost Jade Six,” came Bain's emotionless report over the comm.

“Don't be chasing that pirate queen, Ring Leader,” Jerrel's voice shot through. “We all know 

what happens when you get obsessed about something.”

“No worries, Ring Three. This formation is designed so that if anything goes sideways, I'm 

the one who gets dusted first.”

“Hey,” Chal Fith squeaked, “if you two winsome coquettes are finished flirting, we have 

pirates to kill.”

“Right,” Jerrel replied. “Kill now, flirt later. I hear you loud and clear.”

The fist around Kax's spine loosened. As easy as it was to fall into the old banter again, 

their focus needed to be on the task. Kax gritted their teeth, this time on purpose. Looking upon 

the massive Cadre force and the Precision – had it inched closer? – Kax felt as though they'd taken 

too deep a breath, one that would not be allowed to escape until this fight was finished.

Glyn's voice, calmest of them all, spilled through Kax's headset. “Ring Leader, Jade Leader, 

Precision is adjusting course. Stand by. Defensive fire only.”

Kax didn't know how long they'd have to hold this breath, but it was definitely going to 

burn.

~

Tevix sat in the pilot's chair of the idle Lacerator, one leg resting on the console, her knee 

bent. She knew she didn't look like a proper fleet commander, and that was fine. She wasn't one. 

Out the viewport, she could see Haidoral Administrative Center One's southern platform, an 

unnecessarily spacious landing pad, specked with loading docks and cargo haulers. She imagined 

that Haidoral Prime's leaders used this space for wine-drenched galas, parades, award 
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ceremonies, and anything else that allowed them to congratulate themselves. In a couple of hours,

they'd be suffering a significant budget cut.

She breathed in the recycled air of her ship's pocket atmosphere. The cloak wouldn't last 

forever, and soon, the Lacerator and Fiddach's shuttle would appear on the command center's 

sensors. Again, that was fine: every ground troop they had would emerge to engage the invasion 

force, paving the way for Tevix to saunter into the spire and assume control. The non-combatants 

would cower before her, place keys and decryption codes and account numbers in her lap, 

anything to save themselves. Self-preservation was the rule of the universe, especially in 

metropolises like this, where the governments were ostensibly there to protect their people, but 

would sink into their hidey holes at the sight of the remotest threat.

Protecting an entire people was impossible. The way to avoid breaking promises was to 

never claim to represent anyone else. Tevix never lied about her aims. She was an honest woman. 

She could do better.

If only Miri could see what will stem from the seeds we sowed.

Tevix contacted Fiddach. When they'd met, he'd treated her like a prisoner about to be fed 

to the Sickle like so many lesser beings. But when she'd taken over and refused to hide 

underwater like the Skakoans, Fiddach had learned the value of uprightness and honesty. That 

was why he followed her now.

“Begin the approach,” she said. There was no rush. The scuffle in space would last until the 

Harvester had converted every fighter into useful materials. If Haidoral's sad defense force was 

persistent, it could take days. But that didn't mean she needed to spend more time on this planet 

than she already had.

She stood, stepped around MSE-9 – the little mouse droid that perpetually rolled through 
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the ship, altering the decryption codes on Tevix's personal files every time it entered the cockpit –

and entered the ship's cargo hold. She slipped a datapad from the chest pocket of her vest, then 

scrolled through her inventory until she reached the “X” folder. She switched the command mode 

to vocal, then grabbed a hanging sack of choice KX-series droid chestplates and emptied it onto 

the hold deck. The pieces struck with hollow thuds that reverberated through the chamber; the 

echo lasted until she was finished placing them in a structured oval around her.

“Activate Protocol Two,” she said. Her voice ignited a tiny gravity field, and the chestplates 

rose. They floated over her in a tethered sphere, like asteroid fragments caught in a planet's orbit,

or starfighters defending a moon. As she watched them float, each unique piece a work of art, her 

veins tingled with childlike joy.

“Activate Protocol Three.”

Now, a violet hue, like webbing, flickered around each piece and vanished them like a holo 

shutting down. Anyone looking upon her would see only Tevix, not an invincible warrior with the 

beauty of technology at her command.

She trudged back to the cockpit and sat in the pilot's chair again. Even after all the 

planning this blitz had taken, she had free time. She'd be waiting for Fiddach's signal once the 

Haidoral ground force was decimated. Alternately, if another hour went by and she didn't hear 

from Fiddach, she could assume Haidoral's forces had won out. It didn't really matter. The pirates 

could murder each other, for all Tevix cared. She'd needed them to break through the orbital 

outpost and get herself planetside, but their ships were worth more as scrap for the Harvester. 

Besides, a pirate had once called her a “horn-head” and thought he could bully her. Now 

look at me, she thought. I own you all. And you'll only live to see tomorrow if I want you to.

She activated the console's screen and sifted through the data from the Governor's 
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freighter. Yellow Aurebesh lettering glowed upon the pale green background, and the text filled 

more than the screen had room for. She'd expected only an old man's notes on how to get from 

here to there, but some of these smuggling runs were borderline ancient. A few routes ran from 

systems Tevix hadn't even heard of. She felt the underside of her tongue moisten. It was like 

discovering a whole new galactic grid, but with only the secret passages highlighted. 

She remembered a game she used to play on the orbital colony where she grew up: each 

player would find two items and hold them behind their backs. They'd line up, and each 

subsequent player would pick a hand. You could keep the prize you got, or pass it to the next 

player. Over and over again, Tevix would keep the first prize without even seeing what the second 

prize was. Eventually, she'd looked at the night table next to her bed, where she'd stored all the 

mediocre prizes she'd won. She'd bared her fangs, swiped the prizes into a box, and shoved the 

whole thing down the trash chute. When she'd heard the compactor crushing its contents at the 

end of the week, she'd felt like an imprisoned bird whose cage had been flung open.

Whatever happened now, Tevix wasn't leaving with empty hands.

~

Glyn watched orange blots shift around the holographic dome that represented the combat

zone above H-Prime, Antim and Shardi standing over her shoulder. Voz micromanaged the other 

technicians, determining which fighters needed to come in for maintenance and whether they 

could be spared. Glyn noticed that Voz was no longer yawning or checking her personal inbox 

when she was supposed to be working. 

“Negative, Jade Leader,” Glyn said into the comm. “Do not approach the Harvester. We've 

determined that its tractor beam has a range of roughly two thousand meters.”
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Bain's voice was crackly through the table console that housed the hologram. “Copy that, 

Command. Precision has yet to fire on us.”

“Returning fire will be a waste of time. Concentrate on the Cadre. We're determining a 

workaround for the Precision.” 

Voz got Glyn's attention with a noncommittal hand wave. “No way pirates have shield 

technology that perpetually accounts for both the Harvester and a frigate,” Voz said. “Give me a 

few minutes and I'll have something.”

Glyn nodded, wondering how many people they'd lose in the next few minutes if Tak Artur 

had a surprise planned, if she'd been wrong about his role in this.

Another console alarm sounded. Voz rushed to the technician's side, then called Glyn over.

“Small group advancing on the spire,” the technician said. “Northern platform.”

Glyn bit her lip. As predicted, Tevix had snuck an infiltration team in. Before she could 

assign a defense squad, she heard the clacking of a munitions loadout behind her. Antim, Slyke, 

Talitha, and Elric were readying weapons and checking the seams of their gear. Shardi and her 

team, including the kid who had threatened Glyn earlier (whom she'd resolved to refer to simply 

as “the Kid,” since he'd never introduced himself), followed suit, loading power cells into their 

packs and priming heavy rifles.

“Antim,” Glyn said, wanting to pull the gunnery chief as deep into the command center as 

possible. “You've done enough. You've done everything.”

Something shone in Antim's face as she and her team shouldered their way through the 

packed room and through the door. Glyn couldn't quite make it out. It was the face of someone 

who was tired, worn down to thread from her trials, but also honed to tempered steel. And she 

recognized Glyn as an equal in it.
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That's what it was. Recognition.

“Well,” Antim said, “now I need to show my squad how to do everything. Don't wait up for 

me.”

With that, Antim disappeared down the turbolift, surrounded by her armed team. Shardi 

saluted Glyn, then took the next lift alongside the Kid and three leather-clad Meftians with H-Sec 

armbands. The command center's loadout lockers were nearly empty.

A few B-wings were curling through the skies and onto the airfield. Below, engineers 

scrambled. 

No time to worry about what would happen if the infiltrators got past Antim. 

~

Lizpai rushed to Jade Leader's B-wing as it tore into the hangar and touched down. As soon

as its landing gear hit the deck, fueling hoses were attached, the canopy lurched open, and Bain 

Salvo rolled out, sweating, somehow looking older.

“We need something special,” he panted at Lizpai, “to defeat that thing.”

She assumed he meant the Precision-Harvester monstrosity, but right now, he needed to 

get his tracking system examined. 

“Got a little cooked,” he said. “Sensors are all out of sorts.”

She circled the massive fighter until she reached its wheel-like head, which had a particle-

bolt-inflicted crater in it.

“You're lucky the shot only fried your sensors,” she said. “And even luckier that these 

systems are standard issue Fabritech. It's going to take some doing, but we should be able to 

replace it. Sit tight.”
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Bain didn't want to sit tight. He wanted to get back up there. But without a functioning 

tracking system, he'd just get killed alongside the people he was trying to save. He grimaced and 

leaned against a nearby hauler as the engineers got to work.

Thanks for listening to me, Lizpai thought, but didn't say it.

In ten minutes, the adhesive was still slick, but Bain's B-wing was good to fly.

“As for that something special,” Lizpai said, “save your proton torpedoes. The Precision 

likely has defenses in place against any weapon we've got. But the Cadre fighters cluster together 

for most of their attack formations. If you can get to a safe blast distance, let one of your 

torpedoes go, and see what happens.”

“I still want to take that thing down.”

“Then save one torpedo. The command center's working on something.”

Bain climbed the ladder and settled back into the B-wing. This was probably the last stop 

he'd make before this battle went one way or the other. Lizpai watched the ship shudder to life, 

inhaled the heady odor of the fusion thrusters, and waved goodbye.

She thought of Jarek's Peak, the scent of the air there, a tinge of mint and camphor, the way

she'd sat with her legs crossed and her boots piled next to her and let the breeze cut through all of

her worries. 

Soon, another fighter replaced Bain's.

~

Kax spun out of harm's way when they saw heat flaring from behind the Precision's armor 

plating.

“She's about to pop,” Chal Fith said, frantically following in his U-wing, the entirety of Ring 
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Squadron maintaining half-note formation. Tak Artur loosed a volley of sapphire bolts that 

pounded the center of the orbital security outpost. There was a three-second pause, as though the

outpost were inhaling, before it erupted into a superheated cloud and vomited shards of twisted 

metal into space. A thick T-beam impaled one of Jade's fighters on Kax's port foil.

“He's turning the CZ into a damn debris field,” Bain growled over the comm. Merghen 

roared in agreement.

A steel railing halved another fighter just off of Ring Squadron's aft. B-wings were 

powerhouses, but they had little in the way of maneuverability. Tak knew it. At this rate, Jade 

Squadron was effectively useless.

“Just watch the Cadre,” Kax said. “They're going to start tailing us now.”

Almost on cue, half of Ring Squadron picked up tails. The Headhunters were ruthless, but 

Kax and company had been through the Five Rings. The death race circuit had taken them 

through the flaming wreckage of fueling stations, the volatile asteroid belt of Katlis II, and worse. 

When this was your life, you chiseled two adages onto your brain – One: expect your opponents to

take shortcuts, no matter how skilled they are. Two: even if you spend every day battling hostile 

environments and feeling like every person, plant, animal, and bacterium in the galaxy is out to 

kill you, never let it become routine. If you treated every scenario as unique, you never took 

anything for granted, including your odds of survival.

“Command Center to all units,” came Glyn's calm, reassuring voice. “Transmitting readout 

of debris field. Everyone stick to your sensors and targeting computers. No eyeballing it.”

Thank the suns for you, Glyn.

“You heard her,” Kax said into the comm. “Not one more fighter gets hit. Watch your tails, 

pick your targets, and go.”
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“It's about to get chaotic,” Jerrel chimed in. 

The Cadre's formation broke, and each Headhunter magnetized itself toward one of Ring 

or Jade's fighters, dodging through the cloud of scrap.

“They're trying to exterminate us as quickly as possible,” Kax said. “When you're in a hurry,

you get careless.”

Kax approached a Headhunter that was pursuing Bain's B-wing, squeezed the trigger, and 

watched as the Cadre fighter caught flames and spun into oblivion.

Glyn's readout displayed the trajectories of every violently cycloning piece of metal in the 

combat zone. Here and there, Kax saw a Cadre fighter light up and disappear as it bashed into a 

hunk of wreckage.

Another Headhunter tried to cut its way behind Kax, breaking up Ring's half-note 

formation, but that put him right in front of Jerrel, who took down his shields and shattered him 

with a couple of well-placed shots.

“Woo!” Jerrel shouted. “How about that?”

“I've seen worse,” Chal Fith said.

Davi's fighter swung past Kax, not firing. A biting sensation, like cold steel, ignited under 

Kax's collarbone. Their fist tightened around the trigger. Other Cadre fighters followed, all rallying

in front of the Precision. Chal Fith and Vyrsygyr each took one out before they reached their final 

positions. Finally, the last of the outpost remnants flung themselves past the farthest-flying B-

wings. 

Kax swore. “I guess they figured us out, Glyn.”

Glyn was still calm. “They know we're trying to avoid the Precision. But it also means they 

know we're better than they are.”
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“Agreed, Command,” Bain cut in. “Are we sticking with that plan?”

Kax watched the Cadre, rage threatening to choke the air out of them. The Headhunters 

swarmed like insects over the Precision. If Ring and Jade wanted to take them down, they'd have 

to fly straight into Tak's demon ship, with its hidden lasers and tractor beam.

Henling broke off and attempted to eliminate one last Cadre Headhunter, strafing like he'd 

done a thousand times in his old A-wing, and sent two quick bolts into the mass of ships. Davi's 

fighter, now eclipsing the Harvester's piercing floodlight, released a rapid barrage of bolts that 

clipped Henling's s-foils, pounded his canopy, and turned his U-wing into a plunging blaze.

“Need a little help here!” Chal Fith said into the comm, over Jerrel's curses.  

“U-wings aren't meant for moves like that,” Kax said, trying to swallow the rage, shoving 

away the fact that one of their friends was gone. “You fools scrapped your A-wings for second-rate

repulsorcraft.”

Kax switched off their squad comm and slammed their head against the headrest. They 

didn't need to hear Chal Fith's obnoxious rebukes or Jerrel's insistence that everything would be 

okay. The eye of the beast was on them now.

Ten seconds. I'll let it consume me for ten seconds. That's all it gets.

Kax counted down, each breath a small electrical fire in their lungs.

Ten.

Nine.

Eight.

“Kax!” 

It was Glyn's voice. She must have opened another comm channel. Kax noticed she didn't 

use their call sign. 
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“I just need a – ”

“New intel. The Harvester has no proper shield generator, so it's sharing deflector shields 

with the Precision. Only one can be shielded at a time.”

Kax looked at the swarming Cadre ships, watched them take potshots at Jade Squadron, 

whose B-wings either absorbed the punishment or were at a great enough distance to twist away 

from the blasts.

“So they're not daring us to attack,” Kax said. “They're protecting their main frigate.”

“Both. If you launch an impromptu attack, you're dead. The Precision may be bulky, but Tak

Artur doesn't waste shots. And that's assuming you get past the Cadre.”

“I don't think we can avoid a direct fight anymore.”

A hush washed over the already silent vacuum. 

The station wreckage, which had already cleared the combat zone, froze in place. 

Then it started rushing back the other way.

~

Tak had no use for a full crew. Tevix had offered, but the idea of some lowlife pirates 

putting their hands on the Precision's equipment brought the taste of bile into the roof of Tak's 

mouth. No, he'd been patiently working his ship since he'd commandeered it, and that wasn't 

going to change now. Others would just get in the way, not to mention they'd all have their own 

ideas about how to handle things, ideas Tak hadn't asked for. Some might call him set in his ways. 

But when you knew the right way to do something, you didn't mess around with other ways. Yet 

another quality that set Tak apart from small-timers: he wasn't living this life out of boredom.

In the spirit of cohesion, he kept his comm on. 
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“Redirecting power to tractor beam,” he stated for the Cadre to hear.

“Acknowledged,” Davi said back, curt as ever. She'd just blasted an enemy to pieces. Tak 

would rather have received the approval from Tevix, who was now planetside and didn't seem to 

have much stock in how the situation above was going. 

She clearly trusted him to lead the assault. Better that way.

The floating compound he'd just dusted had flung its contents far and wide. It had been a 

convenient way of thinning the field, and watching the enemy scramble was too much of a joy not 

to indulge. With the redirected power, the tractor beam would now have a longer range, and 

they'd have to scramble again. He guessed he'd be seeing the proverbial white flag soon.

~

The northern platform was either used for storage and junking, or every Glitter employee 

had dropped what they'd been doing, parked their speeders, and manned their posts when news 

of the invasion had come in. The city was a flashy, extravagant metropolis, not the type of place 

Antim ever voluntarily spent time, but the platform retained a single rock outcropping that had 

been raised into a sort of ridge. It had probably been relocated here from somewhere else on-

world as a tribute to what Haidoral Prime had looked like before the bombing, mining, and 

atmospheric revising that had led to what it was now. A layer of gritty dust blew over the 

platform, maybe leavings from the fleet of haphazardly arranged speeders, which must have been 

on their way to maintenance before their abandonment.

 Under the ridge, a gang of beings stood, awaiting her squad's arrival. Fanned out behind 

her were Talitha and Elric, whose nerves she could feel vibrating through her own skin; Shardi 

and the Kid, marching step for step the way they'd been trained; then the three Meftians, looking 
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as large and threatening as possible with their broad barrel chests and waterfall-white beards. 

Slyke was perched on one of the middle balconies of the spire. Hopefully his work in the sim and 

on Hope's Node were enough preparation for whatever the pirates were dragging with them.

Antim made out shapes, faces, and weaponry as her squad stopped three speeders' 

distance away from the enemy. Leading them was a Poletec warrior, hauling a massive cannon 

that could have been ripped out of a T-16 Skyhopper. On his right: a gray Quarren aiming a 

flamethrower. Left: an IG-series droid carrying a pulse cannon. Flanking the trio: two identical 

Guavian enforcers, carrying sleek, highly illegal percussive cannons. She started strategizing in 

her mind. Pirates tended toward performative introductions. That would give her some time to 

plan.

“Fiddach,” the Poletec said. He was a tower, probably eight feet tall. Antim only knew 

Poletec from images. Maybe they began negotiations (or fights to the death) by stating their 

names.

“Gunnery Chief Antim Waslo,” she said in return.

A wave of grit blew across the platform. Silence soaked the city. Even the skyways were 

still. This was all the introduction they'd get. This was happening now.

It was Talitha's scream that uncorked the storm. The moment her voice percussed the 

silence, blasters were raised and bolts flew. Fuchsia beads scattered from the IG droid's pulse 

cannon, flooring two of the Meftians with pepper-wounds in their torsos. Shardi's first bolt flew 

wide of her target as both Guavians ducked behind a speeder. The Quarren's flamethrower 

released a stream of blazing gas that became a wild hand of flame at the end, the blowback 

shaking his facial appendages as though he were underwater. Antim rolled away from the flames, 

Elric and Talitha diving in the opposite direction, but Shardi's face was scorched, and she hit the 
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platform back-first, gripping the sides of her melting helmet. From the spire, a sniper bolt struck 

the IG droid's head, turning it into a shower of sparks and metal. The chassis tumbled over, the 

limbs spinning, frantically assessing the damage before shutting down for good.

The Poletec stood the cannon on its side and remained where he was, creating a wall that 

absorbed Antim's shots as she came out of her roll, determined to make the most of every 

movement. The Kid fired a few suppressive shots, allowing Antim to toss the pistol aside and 

unholster her A280 armor-piercer. As the Kid took a Guavian bolt high in the chest, Antim loosed 

a volley of ruby blasts that took his shooter down, propelled backward with smoking holes in the 

sternum and stomach. Slyke's sniper shots punched twin craters into the hull of the speeder. The 

second Guavian showed himself, aiming a scoped weapon at the spire and snapping off three 

bolts that Antim hoped Slyke would see soon enough to take cover.

The Quarren's flamethrower erupted once more. This time he advanced and pivoted 

wildly. Antim and Talitha hit the deck, the inferno streaming over their heads. Antim felt the skin 

of her cheek beginning to bubble as it was singed, the Quarren's squidlike face sporting a grin as 

he aimed to consume her. Talitha twisted her posture and fired a shot at the gas tank on the 

Quarren's back, but missed and struck one of the ridge's pillars, which spat a burst of shale. Elric 

unclipped two fragmentation grenades from his belt and kicked one to Antim. She bit the pin, 

yanked it away with her teeth, launched it into the firestorm, and rolled onto her belly. The 

grenade popped, mangling the barrel of the flamethrower and sending a wave of fire onto the 

Quarren, who lit up like a nova.

Antim scanned her nearest squadmates. Talitha stood, untouched by the fire. Shardi had 

wedged her helmet off. She was alive, but badly burned. The Quarren's torched form was humped 

on the platform, turned to fleshy cinders.
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The Poletec hoisted the great cannon onto his shoulder, and from its mouth came a blast 

that perforated the third Meftian's chest. Elric heaved the second fragmentation grenade over the 

Poletec's head, and it skipped under the speeder. When the grenade went off, the speeder's 

engine exploded, propelling it into the air and revealing the other Guavian, who somersaulted 

forward before the speeder crashed to the ground windscreen-first, releasing a ripple of glass 

shards. The Guavian was in range now. He hastily switched back to his percussive cannon and 

squeezed off a shot that struck Elric in the hip. Talitha sent a bright orange bolt into the Guavian's 

high-impact armor, which absorbed the blow but rocked him off-balance. From Slyke's sniper 

nest, another bolt zapped past Talitha and turned the Guavian's face-mask into a hollow cavity.

The Poletec, his cannon recharging, slipped a small hold-out blaster from his hip and took 

a potshot at Talitha, hitting her directly in the center. She fell to the deck, gasping. 

Antim had no time to check on her squad. She was the only one still standing. Hold-out 

blasters had limited capacities, carrying only one or two shots. The second came for Antim and 

zipped over her ear. Fiddach was moving forward, his great tree-trunk legs bringing him too close

for Antim to line up a shot in time – not that one would be enough to take a creature like him 

down. From her back, she snatched an electric polearm, the only melee weapon she ever used, 

and which she preferred to keep sheathed in favor of getting the job done with her blasters. No 

choice now.

Her first blow, predictably, was caught in midair by the Poletec's meaty hand. He lifted her 

by the wrist. This close, his breath was like phosphor fumes, his mouth a fangy, unimpressed line. 

He pressed the mouth of his heavy cannon against Antim's torso, giving some time to the 

moment, perhaps respecting the fact that he, the leader of his squad, would get to kill the leader 

of the opposition face to face.
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But it didn't happen that way. A bolt from Shardi punctured the cannon's power cell. 

Another from Slyke hit Fiddach in the shoulder, a chunk of his plastoid armor flying free. Antim 

jabbed the polearm into his ribs, generating a surge of electricity that would have shocked most 

humans unconscious, but Fiddach simply growled and tossed Antim aside like an old fruit rind. 

Her jaw hit the ground, and the coppery taste of her own blood washed over her tongue.

She shoved herself back to her feet and aimed her A280. In his frustration, Fiddach had 

given Antim all the range she needed.

The first bolt smashed through his armor, and even as it did, he kept advancing. The 

second shot hit the same spot, making a small gray hole in the Poletec, his anger rising into a 

guttural roar. He only stopped when the full rain of bolts came down on him – first Slyke's, then 

Talitha's, Elric's, and Shardi's. They slammed into him until smoke billowed from his core. When 

the light show ended, he collapsed to his knees.

Antim stepped forward, aimed between the Poletec's eyes, and squeezed the trigger. The 

entire tower of him toppled.

The stillness returned. The grit continued to blow across the platform as if nothing had 

happened. Behind her, there was the slow clatter of her surviving squad climbing to their feet. She

exhaled.

~

R'ala Vahn tossed cold water over her face, rubbing the inner corners of her eyes with her 

fingertips. Her cheek was still pocked with livid scar tissue, which wouldn't have been noticeable 

to a stranger, but R'ala knew her own face, and she didn't like the story those scars told, even after

the bacta had smoothed most of it over. She dipped one of her cybernetic fingers into a small jar 
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of makeup – brand: Xirix's Facial FX; color: Chandrilan Toasted Nut – and smeared a dab over the 

scarring. It would do.

She screwed the lid on the jar, then dressed herself: duramesh bodysuit, nylon jumper, and 

then the ocean-colored Old Republic armor she'd crafted with her own hands, and which she'd 

worn to nearly every planet she'd visited in her adult life. She bunched her hair into a single 

braid, twisted it with a hair-tie, and let it tumble behind her.

She exited the little shop and caught a transport that was headed for the skyway. CC-7 

followed. No one else was aboard, and the droid pilot made little small talk, asking only if R'ala 

was interested in hearing about local landmarks, which she declined. She watched skyscrapers 

peek above and below the clouds, the stillness belying the planet's current turmoil. On a tiny 

muted screen above her seat, an alert blared red, warning residents to stay indoors until the 

threat had passed. It put a bitter taste in R'ala's mouth. H-Prime had a billion people on it. Were 

they all content to set their fates in the lap of Glitter, a subpar security racket whose members 

rotated every few years, rather than raise a hand themselves? Were they all truly okay with not 

knowing what the threat was? Would they sit idly by if they saw an image of Tevix, or would they 

scramble to the nearest spaceport?

R'ala could admit to liking H-Prime, but most of its comfort came in familiarity. She'd only 

been hesitant to leave because leaving meant deciding: to live somewhere else, to commit, to lift 

herself up and exert the energy that a permanent move across space entailed. Deciding was 

excruciating. But H-Prime wasn't her home. Her veins pumped with the blood of the frontier. The 

air that whirled in her lungs smacked of the wind over Shili's mountains. 

And just like that, she'd decided.

Alone in the transport with no one but the stoic droid and CC-7, she sang a little tune, 
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letting the vibrations of her voice burn through everything else.

I left my throne a billion light years away...

Glitter's spire soon became the centerpiece of the view. On the northern platform, she 

could see tiny forms milling around the bright, flickering wreckage of a landspeeder. She slid a 

credit chip into the slot next to the transport's Zoom-Nocs and set her eyes against the lenses. 

Antim and a young man with a scoped rifle on his back were patiently arranging the bodies of 

three Meftians and a male human. Sitting on an idle speeder nearby were Vexen Tower's security 

captain (with whom R'ala had once traded pleasant barbs, now with visible burn scarring) and a 

young soldier she didn't recognize, getting her sternum checked out by a third subordinate with a

mostly empty grenade sash wrapped around him. 

R'ala felt a strong urge to catch up with Antim, but the northern platform wasn't her 

destination. Soon, the southern platform came into view, and the droid took the transport down. 

The thrusters emitted a low, soothing hum. The platform was empty save for a single ship, one 

R'ala was very familiar with.

The Lacerator.

The transport settled in front of the spire, and R'ala stood. She sealed her eyes shut, curled 

and uncurled her toes a few times, then made sure the N-101 Rampage Needler was holstered at 

her hip, the slugthrower strapped to her back.

“Miss R'ala,” CC-7 said, waddling behind her as the hatch slid open, “perhaps a 

conversation with the pirate leader is more advisable than a straightforward duel.”

R'ala shrugged, then stepped down the ramp onto the platform. “It's up to her,” she said. 
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“Always let the party host determine the game, Cee-Cee.”

The transport lifted off behind them, heading back to the skyway and dissolving into the 

cloud cover. R'ala walked to the center of the platform, making herself visible. In seconds, the 

Lacerator's hatch buzzed open, and out came Tevix, covered in black synthleather with open 

sleeves, her pale red skin hot against H-Prime's subterranean blue, her head-spines tack-sharp 

and terrifying, her stoic face dreadful and beautiful and splattered in moonlight.

“I have to ask,” R'ala said, “what would have happened if we'd made it to Skako Minor 

together? Would you have jumped to the same conclusion about my loyalties and just killed me 

yourself?”

Tevix smiled. Seeing her fangs was disconcerting, but R'ala fondly remembered the rapport

they'd formed when they'd been travel companions – the competitive insults, the passive 

aggression, the rich silences. R'ala still hadn't come to definitive conclusions about Tevix's kind. 

They both knew a certain amount about the other, and filled in the rest with haphazard 

guesswork. That guesswork had led to almost all of their problems.

“I think we would have become the next great pirate queens,” Tevix hissed. “But without 

you there, I couldn't convince you, and without knowing where you were – well, I couldn't have a 

major liability wandering around the galaxy. It's distracting.”

“I'm surprised you're working with pirates after what Welker said about you. About both 

of us. You remember that?”

“Did you hunt him down?”

“Sort of.”

“Then there's no longer a problem. The skirmish above is a landmark moment for 

everyone involved, I'm sure – they think their entire lives have led to this. But many of the pirates 
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working for me will be killed, and the ones who survive will have their organizations severely 

weakened and thinned out.” The Zabrak filed a fingernail against one of her front teeth. “The ones 

who can no longer self-sustain will join the Sickle. And if every single one of them dies up there, I 

could fill a Star Destroyer with the amount of backup options I have.”

R'ala felt something like warm fluid in the back of her neck. She couldn't quite name the 

feeling. Tevix had taken control of the Sickle herself, convinced its seasoned operatives to follow 

her, seized its vast resources and droids, and manipulated some of the most vicious pirate gangs 

in the galaxy into getting themselves killed all at once, which may have happened eventually, but 

only after decades of infighting.

Proud. That's what the feeling was. R'ala was proud of Tevix.

It was just too bad the Zabrak had been so shortsighted about R'ala, and had gone ahead 

with placing a bounty on her. It was too bad they would have to kill each other now.

“I can't let you into the spire, Tevix.”

“I know.”

Tevix whipped a scattershot blaster from a rear holster and released a spray of purplish 

bolts. R'ala clapped her palms together, and the concussion shield bloomed around her, 

converting every bolt to harmless sparks. Tevix's lips curved into a smile. She looked genuinely 

satisfied.

“Good,” she said. “You know, on my home planet, when the ancients challenged one 

another to duels, there would be no strategizing or sleight of hand. No sparring techniques. They 

would just take turns striking each other with their weapons of choice until one could not 

continue.”

“Fascinating.” R'ala unholstered the N-101 and unleashed the needle blasts that had 
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shredded a misguided factory worker to death, and that even more recently had chipped beskar 

steel from the chest of an arrogant Mandalorian. Out of thin air, a metal chestplate magnetized 

itself to Tevix's torso. The blasts pounded into the chestplate, pocking it with chinks. As quickly as

it had materialized, the chestplate floated back into a miniature gravity field surrounding the 

Zabrak and vanished.

R'ala shoved the N-101 home and whirled the slugthrower off her back. Tevix nodded and 

tossed the scattershot aside as if it were defective junk, and it clattered across the platform, its 

heat sink coming loose. She pulled a DL-44 pistol and held it at her side.

R'ala almost asked why Tevix hadn't come at her with knives instead. This was Tevix. Cold 

steel was her best friend. And even though R'ala had come here fully armed, she was inclined 

toward the CC-7 school of thought: fighting had lost its luster. 

As Tevix raised the blaster, kicked her heel off the platform and darted at her, R'ala was on 

the Zerta factory moon again, feeling the scaly warmth of Tevix's hand slip into hers after their 

successful acquisition of Client 5's footlocker. 

Maybe this wasn't a fight. Maybe this was Tevix's way of talking.

R'ala loosed a shell from the slugthrower, and Tevix ran right into it, another floating 

chestplate swatting it aside. The concussion shield absorbed four quick zaps from the DL-44, 

which soon joined the scattershot, smashed on the platform deck. R'ala soon found that she was 

running as well, her calves pumping, straight for Tevix, with no idea what she'd do when they 

reached one another. 

When she was close enough to see the whites of the Zabrak's eyes, she saw the vibroblade 

slip from her sleeve.
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~

Glyn didn't want to do it, but it was time. The holographic readout of the combat zone had 

become a clot of blots against an unorganized scatter, and now Tak Artur was toying with her 

squadrons' lives, sucking a hail of wreckage directly into them. For the first time, the command 

center was quiet. Voz and the others had their eyes on Glyn, waiting for her voice.

She leaned over the console, her long fingers gripping the sides. 

“Jade Leader, Ring Leader,” she finally said, “the Harvester will swallow everything stuck in 

that tractor beam, including the wreckage and – everything stuck in the tractor beam.”

“You said that already,” came Kax's voice, affectless and cool. 

Glyn bit her lip and continued. “When this happens, the Precision's shields will redirect to 

the Harvester, which means the invincible ship and the Cadre will be free to blast you all out of 

sky, if the Harvester hasn't gotten you already.”

“No ship is invincible. It's immune to our laserfire, but it's got to be laboring hard, even 

with the mods.”

The chance of the remaining squadrons reaching the Harvester in the razor-thin window 

they had was – no, forget the odds. She knew how to improvise, how to allocate the resources she 

had, how to make every piece count. 

Glyn inhaled through her nose until her diaphragm dropped. 

“All units,” she said, “concentrate firepower on the Harvester. You have two minutes.”

~

Kax touched their headset and ordered Ring Squadron into formation one more time. Chal 

Fith, Jerrel, Taj, Merghen, and Vyrsygyr spread out, leaving space for maneuvering, as well as any 
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debris that might be flying faster than they were.

“Maintain feather formation until I say otherwise,” Kax said. “Full speed ahead. Crush as 

many Cadre ships as you can.”

Breaching the Cadre to reach the Harvester was a gauntlet run, the kind where you needed

to plot every move ahead of time, predict every shot, know whose targets were what, and stick to 

the plan. 

No time. 

How had they gotten here?

Bain's B-wing and the remainder of Jade Squadron swooped into the weave, and for a 

moment, Kax felt like part of a real fleet. Yes, those refurbished fighters seemed to say, we are a 

unit, and even if no one remembers us, even if bigger battles will be fought, we choose not to let 

you pass.

The Cadre stayed idle, clotting in front of the Harvester, unloading laserfire, sending B-

wings crashing into debris as they attempted to evade. The Precision's cannons glowed, readying 

the blast that might take them all out if it struck home.

Kax flipped a switch and created an open channel.

“This is the Radical,” they said, so that Tak Artur, Queen Davi, Glyn, and everyone else could

hear. “If you're noticing that your supply lines are short, or that your underground contacts are no

longer returning favors, that's because I'm part of the group that eliminated the Coalition of the 

Nudj. I hunted them all the way to the murky depths of their lairs.”

“You're lying,” Kax heard Davi say.

“See if I let you take this city, then.”

Kax dodged a hunk of wreckage that swept in from behind. The Precision loosed another 
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volley, and Merghen's fighter was reduced to molten junk. Vyrsygyr jerked away from the 

explosion and collided with a clump of debris, his U-wing's foils collapsing inward and filling 

Kax's viewport with flames, which quickly disappeared as they passed.

Kax opened the throttle, and the A-wing screamed. Kax rushed ahead of the others, who 

were picking off Cadre Headhunters as they could.

The Cadre was within range now. They were infinite, it seemed. More of the Precision's 

panels slid aside, revealing extra beam cannons that warmed up with the same threatening glow.

Bain swiveled his B-wing so that its torpedo port jutted out before it. “Swallow this!” 

The Precision released a volley of blue particle bolts as proton torpedoes burst from the 

maw of the B-wing, striking the clot of Headhunters and smashing a hole in the blockade. As Kax 

tried to see through the smoke, one of the Precision's bolts bashed through Bain's fighter, 

vaporizing it in one clean hit.

The smoke wafted open enough for Kax to see what was left of the Cadre's blockade: 

thousands of floating embers descending like a gray snow shower, and a direct path to the 

Harvester.

Did he get Davi? No, there she was, listing in the center of three Cadre fighters in the 

distance.

Listing? No. Getting farther away. 

Retreating.

The A-wing's throttle continued to roar. The grim, whale-like mass of the Precision was 

close now, within range. If Kax made it past, they could chase down Davi, finish this.

A narrow sliver of wreckage jabbed into the A-wing's undercarriage and knocked it off 

balance. The systems beeped and blared. Kax's harness caught them as the fighter rocked.
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“Targeting computer fried,” they said. “Need some he–”

Above Kax, the hairline crack in the canopy had reopened an inch, leaking wisps of oxygen.

The A-wing continued to plunge toward the Harvester as Kax refused to release the throttle. They

held their breath. No telling how long the canopy would hold.

“Glyn,” Kax whispered into the comm, “why did you come with me?”

The Theelin's voice reminded Kax of the sturdiest tree after a rain. On the open channel, 

everyone could hear.

“I want to think that it will eventually be more work to go to war than not to,” she said.

Kax knew Glyn couldn't see them, but they nodded slowly, throat seizing as they 

suppressed their breath.

“Twenty seconds,” said Jerrel, her voice mousy and distant.

~

Tak Artur watched pieces of ships and the orbital outpost soar into the Harvester's gullet. 

Even the obliterated Cadre fighters would make good scrap. He reached for the jar of candied ice 

wine he'd been nursing the whole trip, satisfied that this fight was won. Tak was a man who could

be restrained and principled when it was necessary, but he was ready to indulge. He tipped the jar

to his lips. The drink went down like hot sugar.

As he drank, he listened to the voices on the open channel, most of them frantic, a few 

pitiful, but one, a familiar one, level and convicted, as if she were looking past the chaos and 

holding a conversation with the stars themselves.

I want to think that it will eventually be more work to go to war than not to.

The voice brought Tak back to a job from a few months ago, when he'd nabbed some 
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nobody from this very planet and delivered him to Ord Mantell. He'd transported someone else, 

too, someone who had shared the Precision's cabin, someone he'd delivered into a new life.

The last drop of the candied wine burned in his throat like a hot coal.

Aloud, he said, “You?”

~

Kax had no targeting computer, no sensors. The crack in the canopy hadn't yet 

spiderwebbed to obscure the view, but eyeballing this wouldn't do. Glyn would need to tell Kax 

exactly when to fire. They'd be taking this shot together.

Kax's lungs pulsed.

Don't let this air go. You need to hang on.

“Ring Leader,” Chal Fith said, “it's been an honor.”

“Aye,” echoed Taj.

Jerrel simply let out a deep breath.

The stoic dome of the Harvester lurked beneath.

“Kax,” Glyn said. “Now.”

They gripped the trigger and unloaded the fighter's concussion missiles into the 

Harvester's gaping mouth. For a moment, there was nothing, and then a chain reaction began: the 

Harvester's chassis popped, unfolding its flaming guts into space. The fire consumed the 

Precision's rear engines, which tore the ship in two, ejecting fragments that pelted Kax's A-wing 

as they completed the pass.

Chal Fith, Taj, and Jerrel's U-wings clustered around the detached front half of the 

Precision, releasing a torrent of particle bolts into its hull. Bursts of flame erupted from the ship, 
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slowly at first, then rapid and all-consuming.

A horrid impact shook Kax, and they quickly realized their starboard stabilizer wing was 

gone, along with the thruster control jet behind it. The fighter spun off into the blackness. As the 

scene of the battle shrank behind them, they began to open their lungs and let the air go, breath 

by breath by breath.

~

R'ala took Tevix down at the waist, tackling the Zabrak and snatching the wrist that held 

the vibroblade. She unsheathed her grafting blade from her belt and swung, but Tevix gripped 

R'ala's hips with her knees and pulled her in close. The vibroblade reached R'ala's throat just as 

the grafting blade reached Tevix's. The Zabrak's grin appeared again. A laugh shuddered out of 

her.

A thunderclap cracked in the sky, and both of their eyes gazed upward at the tiny red 

flower of fire that bloomed and faded like a star going through its cycle in a split second.

Tevix stopped laughing, but the sigh she released wasn't resigned or defeated – she 

seemed relieved. Both of them lowered their blades. R'ala rolled off of Tevix, who remained on 

her back, and sat. The breeze was gentle. H-Prime seemed more still today than R'ala ever 

remembered it.

“I bet you want to finish me off,” Tevix muttered, still gazing at the sky.

“If you get up and try to enter the spire again, we're starting this fight over.”

“But you think I won't, because otherwise you would have brought the blade down.”

R'ala shook her head. “And then I'd be dead too, and have nothing to show for it.”

Tevix smirked. “Nobody's hero, eh?”
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“No wings on my back.”

Tevix closed her eyes for a moment, as if reflecting on everything she'd put herself 

through, examining the various angles of it all. “What was the point of getting in the way, Miri? 

You want to go work for Bosch again, after all we talked about before?”

“It's R'ala. And no. I think I might sing a little.”

Tevix screwed her face into an expression that said she had questions, but she didn't ask 

them. 

“What about you?” R'ala said. “And your Star Destroyer full of backup options?”

“Let me worry about that.” She slid her fingers around the vibroblade, and R'ala 

instinctively reached for her weapon again, but Tevix slipped it into a sheath on her hip, placed 

her hands on the permacrete, and pushed herself up to a sitting position.

“Was your heart ever really in this?”

R'ala figured Tevix would correct her and say hearts, but she craned her neck and pointed 

to approximately where the Precision and the Cadre had been blown to bits. “Theirs were,” she 

said. “And look how clean the sky is now.”

R'ala wondered if Tevix's people on Dathomir would've written a song for her, if they'd 

have seen her actions as selfless and heroic, her manipulations as brilliant subterfuge. The threat 

of an organized pirate blitz had been utterly gutted.

Tevix got to one knee, planted her boots, and stood. R'ala followed. They looked each other 

over for a moment, then Tevix looked back to the Lacerator.

“I'm not going to shake your hand,” R'ala said.

“I'd think less of you if you did.”

The Zabrak walked away from the spire, back toward her ship, and R'ala felt the weight of 
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a millstone brick lift from her chest, felt grease draining from her blood. Once the Lacerator had 

left the platform, burned through the atmosphere, and vanished into the sky, there came a rush of 

quiet. R'ala closed her eyes. For a moment, she had the entire planet to herself.  
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The dust giant
The husk of the A-wing drifted through the darkness. Kax sucked minute breaths, awaiting 

the moment that the fighter's life support system would fail and all would go cold. The great void 

had bled all sense of time from Kax: their body felt small and emaciated; their stomach acids had 

gone so long without breaking anything down that they'd ceased their liquidy growls altogether; 

their legs had gone numb and now felt like heavy stones; the cramped space had become so 

oppressive that Kax had shut their eyes and willed themselves into dream after dream after 

dream. In one, they walked bare-skinned over the Great Chott salt flat, feet crushing a string of 

perfect prints across the Jundland Wastes. In another, they crouched in a cave specked with pink-

tinted rock, poking the end of a milky kyber crystal into the pad of each finger, one by one, until 

both hands were dimpled fans. In another, they tucked into a fetal ball and twisted through the 

perilous expanse of the Anaxes asteroid belt, each massive rock singing of the people who had 

lived on the planet those rocks had once been.

In none of these dreams did Kax have to relive the deaths of Henling, Merghen, and 

Vyrsygyr, who'd all had their U-wings blasted apart for the cause, nor did they have to think about

never hearing another word from Jerrel or Chal Fith or Taj.

At one point, when Kax had opened their eyes, perhaps expecting to awaken on their warm

cot in Orbital Station, the A-wing passed through the purls of a blue-green nebula, and Kax had 

placed their hand on the cold glass of the viewport. Years seemed to pass. They imagined 

watching the birth of stars in the mighty pillars of the nebula, opening like the fingers of a giant 

made of gas and dust, setting a trillion worlds adrift.
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Somehow, the open comm had picked up something – a buzzing voice, or a buzz that 

sounded like a voice when you listened long enough. This far into deep space, it wouldn't have 

been a radio satellite or an advertisement, or a travel advisory, or an errant transmission from 

one lover to another. No, it would have been the bellow of that dust giant, or the strained cry of 

the A-wing itself, groaning its last breaths into the abyss.

Who knew it would be anything like this? the voice seemed to say. 

The phrase repeated like a distress signal, the sound becoming more buzz-like, more 

synthetic, the deeper into the nebula they passed.

“Not me,” Kax whispered aloud. Dehydration was setting in. Their lips were sticky and dry, 

the roof of their mouth like sand.

Another dream began, but this one was coated by the cool, protective blanket of the 

nebula, surrounding Kax like amniotic fluid. Maybe when they reached the nebula's core in a few 

thousand years, they could be reborn as a star, glimmering passively in the dark.

Who knew it would be anything like this?

In the dream, a new civilization was born on the planet nearest to Kax the Star, first 

roasting corn on spits in the cavern of a dragon's skull, then rising on two legs and chipping their 

histories into table-sized tablets, then scrawling poems onto scrolls, then discovering that most of

their world was a great salt sea, then welding together a fleet of things that could float, then 

setting out upon the blue salt while using Kax's light to find their way, telling stories about how 

their sun was born from explosions of dust and magic.

Who knew it would be anything like this?

Yes, Kax thought. Residing in the heart of the nebula would be okay.

I name you the Mother. Take me in.
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Through the nebula's lacy glory came a shape, like a bird of prey. Perhaps this was the 

source of the voice, come to carry Kax the rest of the way, to cross that corporeal line. Through 

blurry eyes, the bird didn't even look like it was flapping its wings.

The bird slowed itself, turned its breast to Kax's canopy. No feathers, no leathery skin, just 

rigid wings that glimmered in the blue-green murk.

Who knew it would be anything like this?

Kax blinked, rubbed their knuckles into their eyes to clear the blur.

Not a bird. A starship.

The ship's hatch raised, and a helmeted astronaut in a flight suit fastened a spacewalk cord

to their ship, then pushed themselves away from the hull and toward the sad husk of the A-wing. 

They landed on the canopy, gripping the edges tight. The astronaut unclipped a hand drill from 

her belt and jammed it into the small opening of the hairline crack. From this close, Kax could see 

a second helmet strapped to the astronaut's suit.

Soon, a portion of glass was pulled away, big enough for a body to fit through, and the 

second helmet was on Kax's head. Oxygen flowed, burning. Then Kax was wrapped in the 

astronaut's arms, boots planted on the A-wing's nose. The astronaut gave a hand signal to her 

pilot, then pushed back toward the open hatch, dragging Kax with her.

Helmet to helmet now, Kax finally got a look at the astronaut's face – not her whole face, 

just her eyes. R'ala Vahn.

As the two of them tumbled into the First Day's open hatch, Kax looked back at their A-

wing, broken and inert, continuing its journey to the heart of the nebula, ebbing peacefully into 

the mist of color.

Goodnight.
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Floating Home

I.

Glyn didn't know who was at the door, but she told them to come in anyway. With a brief 

shiff, Warble revealed himself, whistling as he rolled into the room.

“I know she's back,” Glyn said. “I saw her before you did.” 

A digitized whimper bleeped out of the astromech. 

What an over-actor, Glyn thought.

She'd spent the last few hours plotting her and R'ala's next string of travel destinations 

while also speaking with Fyffe via the Glitter command center's long-range comm. Shili was part 

of the upcoming itinerary – the last stop, in fact – but Glyn wasn't sure how soon she'd want to 

leave this time. She had kept the contact info for Fyffe's friends in Shili's conservation effort – a 

cell of the group called Murgail Expeditions, a nondescript title that would keep corporations off 

their backs – and promised that by the time she reached Shili again, they'd know she was 

qualified to fill one of their open positions. She could see it now: helping good people sponge the 

stains of war from worlds that were ready to move on, preserving natural wonders from greedy 

hands, and doing it all while giving R'ala a fresh start. R'ala had fallen in love with Shili's quiet 

hills. When Glyn had presented her with the idea after they'd safely returned to H-Prime with 

Kax, R'ala had said, “You're just never going to stop giving, are you?”

Maybe she wouldn't. Maybe she wasn't meant to stop.

Warble was making the rounds, reminding everyone of the debrief-related tasks required 

of them before leaving the planet. Glyn's only remaining duty was to meet with Kax, who had 
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their own duties to attend to first, including a conversation with the Benefactor. A small part of 

Glyn wanted to get on the First Day and disappear immediately, before the Benefactor roped her 

and R'ala into the path of anymore laserfire.

Not that Glyn didn't have enough to worry about, but she briefly wondered, as she folded 

the last of her clothes and tucked them into her travel bag, what Warble's future held, since he 

was technically requisitioned for Orbital Station, which would now be abandoned until it was 

needed again.

The keypad lit up again. Not much time to carry a thought to completion these days.

“Come in.”

Lizpai Torfin, the only hired member of the Anthem team that had made it all the way 

through, stood in the doorway, sheepishly beheld Glyn's quarters, and stepped inside.

“Representative Glyn, I – ”

“Just Glyn is fine. 'Representative' was a made-up title anyway, and I'm not betting on 

receiving another one.”

“Glyn,” Lizpai said. The word came out like she was discovering its meaning for the first 

time. “I just wanted to say that I'm proud to have worked with you. And even if no one else 

remembers all you accomplished, I won't forget that I wouldn't have gotten off of any of those 

planets without you.”

She'd clearly rehearsed this little speech, and there was something adorable about it. 

Lizpai was  a qualified expert on speaking to people, yet expressing herself seemed like more of 

an ordeal than her adventure on UNC-6667.

“And those pilots know they'd have been toast without you,” Glyn replied, not one to take 

praise without reciprocating. “What's next for Lizpai?”
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“The attack happened so fast that I was never properly out-processed,” she said, rubbing 

some grease from behind her ear. “So I'm going to finish that, rest a bit, then climb my hundredth 

mountain.”

“I'd think you'd want to rest longer.”

Lizpai looked down, then back at Glyn. “If I rest too long, I get lazy, and I think about stuff I 

shouldn't.”

It made sense. The girl had seen a lot of destruction in the past couple of months. The 

quicker those memories were supplanted with clean mountain air, the better.

She asked Glyn if they'd see each other again.

“I'm not that exciting of a person,” Glyn said, “but you know how to contact me. Let's just 

make a deal first: next time we meet, no formalities and no mentioning Project Anthem. We'll just 

be us. Sound good?”

“Deal,” Lizpai said. 

She moved to salute Glyn, then thought better of it and left. The door automatically slid 

shut behind her.

Glyn sealed her travel bag and rolled it to the door. The room's comm chimed.

“Yeah?”

“Glyn, this is Burm-Parnak Zii with Murgail Expeditions. How are you?”

She couldn't see the man's face, but his heavy, suction-like breaths between sentences 

suggested he was Mon Calamari.

“I'm on my way off of H-Prime,” she said. “Just going to see the sights one more time and 

talk to a couple of colleagues. I take it you received my materials from Fyffe?”

“We did,” Zii said, “and we're very much looking forward to conversing in person. Fyffe 
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spoke highly of your accomplishments, while not being able to reveal many specifics herself. 

Regardless, I imagine it would be better to hear your history in your own words.” He took another

breath, maybe waiting for her to respond. When she didn't, he said, “We'd like to request that you 

meet with us at the Murgail Expeditions hub on Shili in five standard days.”

“Count on it,” Glyn said, her heart jumping. “But for now, I'm afraid I have to cut this short. I

can't spend another hour on this world, or another minute in this room.”

Thirty seconds later, Glyn exited H-Prime's command center for the last time, with Warble 

bleeping enthusiastically behind her.

II.

Lizpai Torfin returned to the airfield and met with the remaining members of Jade and 

Ring. In return for her service (and as part of her out-processing procedure), she'd been gifted the

T-85 X-wing from Orbital Station, which meant she'd no longer have to worry about arranging 

transport. The veterans of Jade Squadron thanked her for giving their leader, Bain Salvo, one more

chance at greatness during the battle.

She'd have taken it back if she could have. In everyone else's eyes, she'd enabled Bain to 

blow countless Cadre ships out of the sky with a set of well-placed proton torpedoes, opening the 

path for Ring Squadron to destroy the Harvester, but when she thought about it, all she could see 

was Jade Leader's blot disappearing from her sensors. Everyone in the hangar had been quiet 

then, with no ships to repair, no hoses to attach, no parts to grease, left with nothing but the 

painful act of waiting.

Maybe she'd visit her parents before the climb.

She set up her own ladder, hesitant to ascend it until she was ready for her boots to part 
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with Haidoral Prime's surface for good. She'd never been good at leaving. But she'd spoken to 

Glyn, Antim, and the crew of mechanics who had been her crew for the briefest of time. All that 

was left was to go. In the process, maybe she could break her habit of lingering after her welcome 

was worn.

She settled into the X-wing's cockpit, set up the navicomputer, lit up the displays, and 

listened to the healthy hum of the engine. 

“Glitter Command, this is Lizpai Torfin. Life support systems online. Ready for departure.”

The lead comm officer replied. “Why so formal, Torfin? We're all friends here. And when 

you come back to visit us, how about some souvenirs?”

Friends? Visit? Well, alright then.

“You bet,” she said.

Up on the observation deck, Lizpai caught sight of R'ala, leaning on the railing and looking 

out upon the airfield. R'ala was the person she'd bonded with the most, from their late-night talks

on Orbital Station to keeping each other alive on UNC-6667. Lizpai had pulled R'ala away from the

conflict with Brold and Rost without knowing whether the two warriors would mark her for 

punishment later. Maybe they had, but R'ala had cut the head off their plans. Life-saving aside, 

R'ala was a friend. They'd been through more together in a couple of months than Lizpai's “real-

life” friends would ever understand. 

Maybe that's why she hadn't approached R'ala to say goodbye. All that could be said 

between them had already been said in those dark places they'd never return to.

R'ala lifted her hand and waggled her fingers. Lizpai waved back.

Then the X-wing lifted off, headed for the skies, and broke atmo. The vacuum of space 

opened up, lonely and still.
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Lizpai pulled up the list of ninety-nine mountains she'd climbed, and looked them over 

while her astromech plotted a hyperspace jump. The winds of every summit came back to her, 

filled the cockpit with life.

“Let's get some music going while we fly,” she said to the astromech.

The droid, communicating through the console, asked what sort of music.

The blue streaks of hyperspace soon filled every corner of her vision, and Haidoral Prime 

became a memory.

“Surprise me,” she said.

III.

Kax was grateful to be clean. The residue of the battle had come off in the shower like a 

layer of dead skin, and what lay beneath was raw, pink, ready to breathe. In front of a mirror now, 

they smoothed the creases in their crisp white tunic with their palms, then carefully straightened 

the collar. A quick jaunt to the private room down the hall would bring them face to face with the 

Benefactor, and hell if they weren't going to look their best.

The memorial for Merghen, Vyrsygyr, and Henling had been difficult, but making it a casual

affair had helped (probably the only time Kax ever felt that way about anything). Kax, Chal Fith, 

Jerrel, and Taj had gathered in the spire's basement cantina, swallowed a few rounds of the 

strongest stuff they could fill their cups with, and shared stories from the old days – how they'd 

all met, how Kax had convinced them all to join Ring Squadron, their most exciting days on the 

circuit, the pranks Henling had pulled on them, the handful of times they'd seen Merghen laugh, 

and the even fewer times they'd been able to accurately translate Vyrsygyr's dinner orders. No 

one mentioned the battle of H-Prime. They all knew why they were here.
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Kax exhaled through their nose, then tapped the controls that opened the door. They 

walked the narrow hallway, dodging a maintenance droid. The panel alongside the private room 

was lit green, meaning it was available for use, but Jerrel was standing in the way. Under the 

hallway's bright lights, her sleeve tattoos sat boldly on her arms – the portrait of her mother like 

an art-museum fixture, the collapsing house of Sabacc cards on her forearm in crackling motion, 

the shattered moon rings around both elbows as harrowing and gorgeous as any actual belt of ice 

and rock in the great darkness.

“Can we talk after?” Kax asked.

“Of course,” Jerrel said. “I just want to make sure you don't forget. I know what happens 

when someone gives Kax Grandt a mission, and I don't trust this Benefactor to just let you go live 

your life.”

“I got into this life for a reason. If reminding you makes you run away to some hollowed-

out moon again, that's not on me.” Jerrel's face betrayed nothing, but Kax could sense pain 

bubbling beneath. They added, “But I would prefer that you all stick with me this time.”

Jerrel touched Kax's arm. “You know we will.” She walked past Kax, leaving them to the 

private room's open doorway. When she was far enough down the hall, she said, laughing a little, 

“Against all of our better judgment.”

Kax entered the room, activated the door switch that turned the panel red, and let the 

lights dim. The holo in the center flickered, indicating that a transmission was incoming. Kax 

inhaled through their nose, jabbed Accept, and placed their hands behind their back.

The garbled holo rearranged its pixels to take the form of a woman with a dark 

complexion, wearing a pale green military uniform. She was also holding her hands behind her 

back. Perfect posture, Kax noted.
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“Kax Grandt?” the woman asked, then said, “Wait. No need to answer. This conversation is 

a footnote on a footnote of my duties this morning, so realistically, we have about forty seconds. 

Please consider this the formal debrief of Project Anthem. We've received the reports you sent, 

and are satisfied with the overall outcome, including that of the brief confrontation at Haidoral 

Prime. In conclusion to your commitment to us, I am required to make you aware of two key 

points. Before I do, do you have anything additional to report?”

“Yes,” Kax said. “In a moment of passion, I revealed information to the pirates about the 

elimination of the Coalition of the Nudj.”

The woman considered it. “I see. Do you believe it had the intended effect?”

Kax pictured Davi and the scorched remnants of the Cadre fleeing the scene.

“Yes, I believe so.”

“No harm done, then. We will handle the dissemination of this info to the Senate and the 

public. Anything else?”

Kax gathered their courage. “The costs were high. And I am extremely proud of the people 

who made this victory possible. They deserve – ”

The woman raised her hand. “This brings me to my first point. According to my records of 

your communications with the Benefactor, you've already been made to understand that this 

project was essentially a personal favor that will, with any luck, have long-reaching positive 

consequences for the Benefactor's cause. As such, I'm afraid there will be no record of Project 

Anthem, the confrontation at Haidoral Prime, or the names of those involved.”

Kax noted her use of third-person. “Are you not the Benefactor, ma'am?”

The woman's eyes narrowed slightly. She pulled a datapad from behind her back and 

scrolled up. She shook her head as if reprimanding herself. “It seems I neglected my introduction. 
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Apologies. My name is Korr Sella, envoy for Senator Leia Organa.”

“Senator Organa is the Benefactor?”

“Yes. You may consider that information confidential.”

Kax knew the stories about Leia, her contributions to restoring the Republic, and the 

warmth with which everyone regarded her. Kax had figured that a “Senate-sponsored” project 

was just a glorified housecleaning assignment – which it was – but something about doing this 

favor for Leia made their chest swell a bit more, made them want to ask what was next.

They suppressed the questions and maintained their stony exterior, matching Korr Sella 

formality for formality.

“And the second key point?”

“The current incarnation of the Senate contains rifts, and Senator Organa has reason to 

believe that it may not be safe from outside threats. While I can't comment on specifics at this 

time, she would like to ensure that the New Republic's ideals are protected in the distant future, 

whatever form the governing body may take.”

Kax thought about it, tried to cut through Korr Sella's carefully crafted phraseology. Leia 

was looking at doomsday scenarios. She needed people who could be counted on later, after more

smoke rose and cleared. People who would hone their skills and stay out of the way until needed.

“I'm interested,” Kax said.

Korr Sella gave a stern nod, with a hint of a smile, as if Kax had fulfilled some expectation 

that she'd personally had a stake in. “I'll pass the word along,” she said. “In the meantime, I 

suggest that you find a New-Republic-supporting world outside the Hosnian system, and stay 

there for the foreseeable future. Run for office, get yourself in a position where you can effect 

change and flex your muscles, but not something high profile enough to put you in anyone's 
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crosshairs. If you are needed later, you'll need to be a more experienced version of exactly the 

person who got Project Anthem done.”

Kax smirked. “No death races, then.”

“Preferably not. And get yourself a security team that you trust.”

Kax could practically hear Chal Fith's obnoxious punchline already; something about Ring 

Squadron selling out. “I'm on it,” they said.

“Then we're finished here. Thank you for the punctuality.” She looked at the datapad again, 

probably seeing that they'd long breached forty seconds. “Wouldn't you know it? I received three 

urgent calls during our conversation. We can all use improvement in one area or another.”

She reached to shut off the holo, but Kax stopped her.

“If I may,” Kax said, “regardless of whether any of this will be on the record, do you think 

Senator Organa may want to read a list of the names of those who contributed to the success of 

this project, as well as those who were lost?”

Korr Sella thought it over, her hand still hovering over the off-switch.

“Yes,” she said, “I believe she would.”

Kax imagined Leia sitting in an office, surrounded by her work, focusing just for one 

moment on what they'd done in her name. In the image, Leia's eyes were gentle, her hands folded,

all the monitors in the room deactivated.

They began. “Glyn na Hionah, Antim Waslo...”

IV.

Antim wasn't much for ceremony, and the idea of a “fond farewell” felt disingenuous. When

you accomplished a mission, it stood to reason that you'd see the people you worked with again, 
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since any commander in their right mind could recognize that the unit was a good fit. No hugs, no 

mushy sentiments. Antim had saluted Kax, had shaken Glyn's hand, had said a few private words 

to R'ala, and a few public ones about those killed aiding in the shootout with the pirates and the 

Guavian Death Gang. That was enough for now.

The shuttle ride back to Apex Station was silent until Talitha, still nursing the bruising on 

her chest, said, “Permission to speak freely, Chief?”

Antim granted it.

“We could all really go for some skewers.”

What awaited at Apex was another gauntlet of training, and after the team's actions on 

Hope's Node and H-Prime, probably more attention as well. There wouldn't be any harm in letting

the squad take a break before their responsibilities marched on.

They docked at the Schrilla colony, where many of Apex's recruits lived, and visited a 

specialty dive on the station's upper level that Talitha insisted on. She, Slyke, and Elric asked for 

their usual. Friends greeted them warmly. A hefty Herglic, halfway through a swig of dark ale, 

captured the trio in a big hug. Antim picked a corner and scrolled through Apex's latest 

requisitions on a datapad while watching the squad let loose, relax their posture, and bite 

marinated vegetables from hot metal sticks. Laughter rippled out of them, but they weren't 

sharing battle stories. They were just being kids.

Antim tapped a window in the corner of the datapad, opening an image of her aunt and 

younger brother back home. Someone across the room shouted, “C'mon, Slyke, don't chom out 

now!” as the Herglic pushed another mug of the dark drink into the young man's hands.

Sitting there now, her mind on her work, Antim thought about the one thing she always 

tried to keep her thoughts away from: change. What if, when she returned to Apex, a newsnet 
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team was waiting to nose around about Project Anthem, or about what it was like to go face to 

face with a Poletec warrior and come out unscathed? She would poke her tongue into the still-

healing cut in her cheek, shrug at the reporters, and say, It's just work.

She liked the way things were now. She was in charge of her own cozy corner of the galaxy, 

and she was training the next generation of upstanding soldiers and defenders. Even if another 

full-scale threat never approached the New Republic, she was keeping ambitious people in shape, 

goal-oriented, and away from joining gangs or bounty hunting. Even if their only targets were 

holograms eleven out of twelve months of the year, it wouldn't do to have a galaxy full of people 

who couldn't snap a heat sink into place when a blaster was the only solution. 

When she looked up, Elric and Talitha were standing in front of her, while Slyke guzzled 

the alien ale in the background.

“Join us, Chief,” Talitha said. “We're all friends here.”

Antim felt a tight ribbon unraveling within her, thread by thread. She stood and let them 

take the lead.

Apex Station was exactly how she'd left it, but the docks were fuller and the simulator 

queue had several dozen beings crowding it, picking through the loadout lockers for the perfect 

build. Antim had never seen almost half of them. The amphitheater's seats were all taken, save for

Antim's reserved chair. Chatter in a mix of dialects floated through the chamber. Looking at her 

squad, she could see the hunger behind their eyes, and she could see herself in them: work was 

work. The simulator was their livelihood. 

“Dismissed,” she said.

They saluted her, then removed their packs and headed through the dark hall toward their 
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quarters. On the way, a few of the regulars bearded Slyke about his next simulator match.

Antim looked at her seat in the amphitheater, briefly checked the day's scores on the 

holographic board, took in the big-screen image of three Elomin soldiers blowing the door off a 

simulated bunker with a thermal detonator, and resisted the urge to join the crowd. Later, maybe. 

There would be time.

Antim's room reminded most people of an empty storage locker. The only thing in it was a 

bed. But it was Antim's place to reflect, to deal with personal matters, and to remove the uniform. 

She set her gear aside, took a deep breath, and unzipped her collar. 

“Three new messages,” the station's service droid said. She'd reprogrammed it to notify 

her about communications, as part of an effort to avoid wasting time sitting at the console. “One 

marked urgent.”

“Who are the non-urgent ones from?” While she conversed with the droid, she tapped a 

dinner order onto the wall keypad. Regular rations.

“Barnet Waslo and CloudBurst Broadcasters.”

Regular rations? No. Something from off-station. Something buttery and substantial.

“Play the second one.”

The holo lit up, and took the form of a young Elomin woman who was barely 

distinguishable from the trio blasting their way through the sim just now. Her horns were 

polished, and a freshly steamed black suit hugged her shoulders.

She introduced herself as Moneva Lynd with CloudBurst Broadcasters, an entertainment 

organization seeking to stream some footage of the Apex sim for their viewers. The narratives 

that could be told in the sim, she claimed, were unlike anything in a scripted series or raw footage
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of actual war – there was a realism to it, but also safety. Antim understood the sentiment; Apex 

Station was the place she was most comfortable. But exploiting her recruits was out of the 

question.

“All you'd need to do,” the message continued, “is let one of my technicians get in there 

with some holo-cams, plant them out of your way, then get yourself in there with blasters up. We 

already have several requests to see you battle Imperial Stormtroopers with one-hit kills turned 

on.”

Get yourself in there.

CloudBurst wasn't interested in having people bet on random matches. They were 

interested in Antim, specifically.

“It will really help people to know that during rumor-soaked peacetime, someone is 

actually out there doing something.”

The message ended, and Lynd's face transmogrified back into blue pixels.

So it wasn't a propaganda network or a gambling thing; it was about transparency and 

morale. She made a mental note to look further into CloudBurst. If this was on the up-and-up, it 

might bring in more serious recruits.

“Play the first message,” Antim said to the droid.

This one was from her brother, who was looking to catch up. After she'd finished getting 

comfortable and started indulging in her delivery meal – Coruscanti Shepherds Pie – she 

contacted him for a real-time conversation.

“Do my eyes deceive me?” Barnet said, rubbing his face. “Gunnery Chief Antim Waslo in 

plain clothes? No combat boots? No weapons at the ready?”

They spent a good hour chatting. Antim enjoyed every flaky bite of the savory pie, sharing 
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laughs about Barnet's construction job and his attempts at dating. She didn't talk about mission-

related business at all, as a rule, unless he asked. 

Which he eventually did. “I know you were involved in burying those council-killers, An,” 

he said. “I doubt I could sleep if I knew what you went through.”

“I didn't realize it had been reported yet. How did newsnet handle it?”

“Tastefully. They're not talking about it like some big military operation. It's all very 

passive-voice, like. “

She remembered the cover story Olan had been feeding to those who nosed around on Ord

Mantell. Apparently, it had worked, but there were a few savvy folks – Lynd included – who could 

read between the lines. Thankfully, they were being quiet about it.

When both the pie and the conversation had been reduced to crumbs, Antim and her 

brother blew each other kisses. She deactivated the holo, scooped up the take-out box and slid it 

into the trash chute, then called the droid again.

“Play the urgent message in exactly thirty seconds.”

As the timer counted down, Antim redressed herself in the uniform, smoothing every 

crease, zipping every zipper, keeping the collar nice and tight. By the time the holo lit up again, 

not a hair was out of place.

“Message from Junior Senator Kax Grandt,” the droid said.

Kax materialized in front of her, shaking loose a shard of nostalgia. Antim ached for a sense

of mission when it was absent. Part of her hoped Kax had something new already.

“I'm taking on some new responsibilities,” Kax said, “and when the time comes, I'll need 

trustworthy people. I don't know what the job will be, or when. But please keep doing what 

you're doing. And stay out of the Hosnian system; this has to be hush-hush from the Senate for 
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now. Grandt out.”

When Kax was gone, Antim considered their words. Keep doing what you're doing.

“I fully intend to,” she said aloud. She felt a dam breaking somewhere inside her. 

She tightened her collar again, punched the door control, and walked the hallway that led 

to the bright, colorful dome of the simulator. She asked the on-duty sim tech to add her name to 

the list, and to put her against stormtroopers. A few recruits stopped what they were doing and 

began whispering to one another. Antim hadn't been inside the sim in two years, and the last time

was only to test the new pain system's effect on a participant's neural receptors.

“Is this for real, ma'am?” the tech asked.

“Very much so.”

He added her name to the queue and asked if she wanted to be bumped to the front of the 

line. Spectators were already slinking into the amphitheater and the catwalks above to secure a 

view.

No, she told him. There was no need to rush. She could be patient when she needed to be.

V.

Why had Tevix done it? Why had she abandoned Haidoral Prime's security spire and let 

R'ala Vahn go free? Those were the kinds of questions people would ask if they'd known about 

her seizing of the Sickle and the near-blitz on the Mid Rim. But even if she'd kept pushing, even if 

Tak Artur hadn't trashed her mobile scrapyard and gotten himself vaporized in the process, no 

one would remember what she'd done. The blitz was a shortcut, and even worse – Tevix could 

admit it – it had been something to keep her occupied, just like killing that Rodian factory worker 

on that nameless moon. She still possessed the Sickle, still controlled its destiny, but spending 
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time in that claustrophobic underwater chamber was like being slowly digested in an Exogorth's 

stomach. She couldn't see herself returning until she had something she really wanted to build.

“That doesn't explain why you let your enemy go,” said the drunken Sullustan on the 

barstool next to her. She'd docked the Lacerator on a floating colony to refuel and regroup, and 

had soon found herself regaling the clientele with the enthralling tales of her adventures. She left 

out any context she felt they didn't need.

“I think we came to an understanding,” Tevix said, taking a pull off a weak human drink. 

“Without both of us in it, this galaxy is nothing.”

It was a punchline, but Tevix was at least partially sincere: removing all obstacles in the 

path of her success had been a practical business decision, nothing more. R'ala had persisted 

when faced with death, and it hadn't turned her into a vengeful killer. A person like that could 

thrive in this galaxy; far be it for Tevix to snuff out that flame. Besides, R'ala had been right about 

Tevix's commitment to carrying a bunch of hypocritical pirates to glory and riches. It hadn't felt 

like a duel as much as a reunion with the only person in the galaxy who knew the way her mind 

worked.

Onto the next thing, then. 

A pudgy Duros in the back of the bar, standing beneath a mounted reek skull, had been 

listening intently and, Tevix noticed, only pretending to sip his drink.

“Mullus Sayn,” he said, stepping forward. “I didn't catch what kind of work you're in.”

She polished off the drink and set the bottle on the bar, which was decorated with the 

bones of various smaller creatures.

“Smuggling.”

“Hauling anything good?”
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She pictured the Governor's star charts, her star charts now. If she obtained a reliable crew,

she would soon be flying the galaxy's most secret lanes, her ship stocked to the airlocks with 

valuable items, clients waiting to fill her coffers with shining stacks of credits.

“If you're looking for partners,” Tevix said, “just say so.”

Mullus folded his arms. “I'm more of a thief, really. At least, that's what the patrols keep 

telling me.”

A smuggler with a sense of humor. Maybe he would be tolerable. He seemed like a man 

who valued a good story, and he was probably old enough to have a few interesting ones of his 

own. Not that she planned on sticking around a bar that looked like an animal graveyard.

Tevix excused herself, went to the restroom, and flipped to a schematic of the Lacerator in 

her personal datapad. It had enough empty chambers to haul most small or medium-scale loads. 

Like anything else, she'd need to build to the bigger stuff from a good foundation.

Smugglers were impatient types, though. She planned what she'd say to the Duros, how 

she'd pitch this venture. She pictured herself with fitted clothing made for her species, a repair 

job for the hole in the back of her pilot's chair, maybe even a new chair altogether. The Sickle's 

mineral pit was useful raw material, but there was virtually no way to convert it to credits.

She headed back into the bar with a drip of excitement.

They were waiting with blasters. A group of three humans and a Blutopian, all with cheap 

pistols, had formed a perimeter around the bar, lazily aiming them at Tevix. Mullus, unarmed but 

not lifting a finger to stop them, retained his spot under the enormous skull.

“They got here first,” he explained. “Said they liked the look of your ship. I wasn't fixing to 

get caught in the middle of it, sorry.”

His brows frowned around the big red rubies of his eyes. He looked genuinely regretful.
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The bandit leader tightened his grip on his blaster and set his finger on the trigger. He was 

a young, blond man with a patchy haircut and a mustache. “We checked out your real estate,” he 

said to Tevix, “which I hope you don't mind. But we're going to need your help in accessing the 

vital systems and the locked doors. All we could find was a babbling mouse droid.”

“Tell me you didn't blow him up.”

“He's the last thing you need to worry about right now, horn-head.”

One of his minions got closer to Tevix, aiming between her eyes to emphasize how serious 

he was. He didn't get close enough for her to snatch his arm and puncture an artery with the 

vibroblade concealed in her vest, though.

She sighed, then nodded in the direction of the docking bay. The Blutopian circled behind 

her, nudging with his pistol. 

“You too,” the leader said to Mullus, who questioningly pointed to himself. “You didn't sell 

us out. You get to keep whatever she's got stored in there, and we'll take the ship. You in?”

He shrugged, and went along with it.

In a few minutes, the group stood in front of the Lacerator, which had never looked more 

beautiful to Tevix than it did now. She flexed her fists, raging inside, debating when to go for the 

blade. The bandits weren't joking around. Maybe they'd gotten stranded here awhile ago, and 

were looking for an easy road to freedom. Regardless, a wrong move here meant the end of the 

line. It would be just her luck to die in a bar full of losers, her corpse dumped into space with the 

week's refuse.

Mullus grunted, and everyone turned. He was clutching his chest, slowly sinking to his 

knees in pain.

“What's this guy's malfunction?” the leader said. 
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The Blutopian was distracted just long enough. Tevix knocked him aside, and the leader 

popped off a shot that whizzed into Tevix's chest. There was a crack as the steel chestplate 

shivered into being and snapped against her body, absorbing the blow.

They all stood with their mouths stupidly gaping, even the Blutopian, whose tentacled face 

managed to look surprised. The blade flashed in Tevix's hand. 

From the Duros's coat pocket, a small smoke bomb fell, and puffed open upon hitting the 

floor. Yellow smoke rushed to consume the bandits, and when it dissipated, they all remained 

where they stood, frozen in place, blasters raised and panic etched on their faces.

It must have been some kind of neural-inhibiting nano-machine. Very expensive.

Tevix walked up to the leader, his head raised, his neck vulnerable. She placed the blade 

against his throat.

“Thanks for playing,” she said. Her grip tightened, and she wound up for a clean swipe.

“Hang on.” Mullus rose from his fake heart ailment and approached her, squeezing in 

between the leader's frozen henchmen. “I don't know these guys well, but they live on this colony. 

The nerve agent will give them plenty of time to think about the mistake of messing with you.”

“Not sure I want them to have any more time.”

“Listen. If you kill them, the colony's security will put your face on every travel advisory in 

the sector. If they're alive, you get a reputation. The kind that makes people around here want to 

work with you. Plus, I have a storage unit here; if we're wanted by the authorities, we can't use it 

as a hub.”

Tevix grimaced at the leader, hoping the sight of her sharpened fangs might give him 

permanent nightmares. She growled and lowered the blade.

“We, huh?” She tucked the weapon away and turned to her ship.
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Mullus tagged along. “If you had that gravity field protecting you the whole time,” he said, 

“why did you let them bully you like that?”

She opened the Lacerator's hatch without looking at him. “I wanted to see whether you'd 

change your mind and pick the right side.” She motioned for him to follow. He got clumsily to his 

feet and shuffled after her.

In the dimly lit hold, the MSE-9 buzzed back and forth, fortifying the security systems just 

as he had since she'd built him. She nodded at the little droid, then booted up the console, then 

took her seat in the pilot's chair. For the first time in awhile, the galaxy seemed big again.

Mullus took the copilot's chair and looked at the star charts. He traced the routes around 

the galactic map with his finger, his enormous eyes somehow getting even wider at the sight of 

these smuggling lanes.

“I'm in,” he said.

The blade was still warm in its sheath. She was glad Mullus had made the decision he'd 

made – the Duros was starting to grow on her a little – but she wouldn't forget that he'd waited to 

make that decision until he'd determined who would give him the better deal.

Maybe one day, she would stop thinking that way. Maybe her paranoia would melt into the 

ether. Who was to say Mullus wasn't just another lonely pilgrim, looking for a little adventure?

The thrusters spat fire, and the ship lifted off. Tevix's life as a smuggler had begun. She 

tried to focus on the way things had felt last time she had a partner, on the foreign sense of 

excitement she'd gotten in the boneyard bar. Thoughts of betrayal and how to combat it swarmed 

around her head like the inside of a Geonosian hive.

The Lacerator left the colony behind. The stars flickered in the great vacuum like frozen 

tears. On the console, the star charts pulsed with a silvery glow that made her feel invincible.
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She'd made enough decisions lately.

No more deciding for now.

VI.

R'ala Vahn took her last steps on H-Prime, traversing the catwalk to the dock where the 

First Day was freshly primed and ready for launch. Glyn was inside, making last-minute 

preparations. A short distance behind her, Kax walked a line down the catwalk's center, hands 

behind their back, occasionally peering over the side at the bustling spaceport.

Glyn had traced the location of Ring Leader to deep space by transferring the spire's 

readout of H-Prime airspace to the First Day, and although the search had taken days, R'ala had 

refused to allow Chal Fith and the others to hold a memorial service for their battle-worn ace. 

When they'd returned from the rescue flight, R'ala and Glyn had left Kax to their friends and the 

waiting mountain of tasks that had piled up in their absence. They were only just catching up 

now, after R'ala had managed to convince Kax's personal droid to post an urgent message while 

the junior senator was in an important meeting.

It appeared that they'd all be going off-world soon. Kax would embark on a newly mapped-

out career path, Glyn would join the conservationists on Shili, and R'ala would – well, it was hard 

to say. The future looked like a sea full of icebergs, spread just far enough apart that leaping from 

one to the next gave you just as much a chance of plunging into the heart-stopping depths as 

landing safely. 

She turned to face Kax.

“I just want you to know,” Kax said, “that I've made arrangements to transport the girl from

Crul to an orbital colony. That world isn't safe for someone without a family.”
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R'ala pictured Ari arriving on the station, welcomed by warm faces, never made to 

remember what she'd seen during Project Anthem. Never having to think about R'ala again.

“Thank you. I'm amazed you had time.”

Kax coughed and looked down at the spaceport again. There was still the bantha in the 

room: they hadn't yet spoken about the rescue. Maybe they never would. They were both here 

now. That was what mattered, wasn't it?

“So you'll be on your way to Shili, then,” Kax said. “I take it you'll contact me if your 

location changes?”

R'ala failed to suppress a grin. She guessed this was Kax's way of saying I'll miss you.

“Of course,” she said. “I'll make sure you can find me.” And she meant it. But they both 

knew that if they saw each other again, it would not be for awhile.

“To conclude,” Kax went on, raising their voice above the roaring of ion engines propelling 

transports into the beyond, “working with you has been a valuable opportunity – ”

R'ala interjected by wrapping her arms around Kax, squeezing them in a hug. Their body 

seized up with shock, then slowly relaxed. Their arm found its way around R'ala's shoulders.

“Two kids from the frontier, right?” R'ala said.

Kax's embrace briefly tightened. “Two kids from the frontier.”

Glyn ducked her head out of the hatch. She and Kax made eye contact, but no words came. 

They shared a nod. R'ala knew how much time they'd spent working together. They had their own

communication, and in many different ways, neither would be where they were – or still 

breathing – without the other.

“We're ready,” Glyn said. Behind her, Warble whistled and honked. Kax had gifted him to 

Glyn as a final gesture, which meant he'd be joining them for the foreseeable future. The First Day 
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didn't need an astromech for navigation, but he would see to glitches and repairs. More than that, 

though, R'ala and Glyn had both come to think of him as a little buddy, and if he stayed on Orbital 

Station, he'd be decommissioned.

The rest of Ring Squadron soon joined Kax. They'd been grateful for the return of their 

leader, and R'ala was certain that they'd all stick together this time.

Kax's grip finally slackened, and they let R'ala go.

“Don't forget to write,” Chal Fith said, “or use smoke signals, or whatever they do on Shili.”

They both took one last look. R'ala stepped into the ship, and the the engine rattled 

through the soles of her feet. The air changed. She already felt like she was on another world.

“R'ala, Glyn,” came Kax's voice. They both looked back before the hatch came down and left

H-Prime in the past. “May the Force be with you.”

R'ala was eager to settle, so she only added one stop to their travel itinerary, and it was one

she insisted on: the ice-planet Avishan, where she suggested Port Erling, an air-sealed complex 

hollowed into the side of a snow-crusted mountain. Glyn's eyes narrowed at the suggestion, but 

she was willing to see where this went and probably glad not to be planning the entire trip by 

herself for a change.

Port Erling's hangar was directly attached to the complex, which was temperature-

regulated inside, so there was no need to wrap up beforehand. As the First Day descended, the 

viewport revealed sprawling white hills, narrow steel signal towers that punctured the clouds, 

and the modest-yet-magnificent port itself, wedged flawlessly into the base of the peak like an 

updated version of the ancient cave that had probably been carved there centuries ago.

The ship touched down. In R'ala's tiny quarters, she chose a pair of mauve pants, but put 
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them back on the rack without trying them on. She inhaled until her diaphragm dropped, then 

slid her clothes down the rack one by one until she came to an item she still hadn't unwrapped: a 

pale, v-cut evening gown that Glyn had purchased from a high-end tailor on Etti IV – the man had 

referred to the gown's style as the “Elli Stark” – and had dared R'ala to wear it on a date to a 

floating cocktail lounge. R'ala had barely looked at the thing twice before burying it behind the 

rest of her clothes.

She carefully peeled away the wrapping and scaled her thumbs along the fabric. She 

pinched the thread-thin shoulder straps. When she'd filled herself with resolve and could hear 

Glyn impatiently waiting to disembark in the hold, she shimmied into the gown and let the skirt 

tumble around her ankles.

“Uh, hi,” Glyn said when R'ala showed herself, a trill of surprise in her voice. “What's the 

occasion?” Glyn was wrapped in one of her usual shimmersilk gowns.

“Well, we're somewhere new, aren't we? Gotta make an impression.”

Glyn wasn't convinced. She knew R'ala and her inhibitions too well. “Mmhmm. Sure.”

They linked arms and entered the complex, stopping at a brightly lit waypoint so that a 

droid could ask what their business on Avishan was. R'ala told the droid they'd be grabbing 

dinner at the port and heading off-world from there. Glyn didn't ask questions.

With a shiff of the mullioned glass door in front of them, they strode inside. Port Erling was

all duracrete and dim lighting, holographic shrubs in raised planters, rigid pillars, muted newsnet 

holos hanging in alcoves, and melodic tunes drifting from behind electrically powered waterfalls. 

On the mezzanine above, the phrase Noble Worth flashed yellow on a wall projection. After they'd 

walked through the lobby and gazed out the viewport at the falling snow, R'ala pointed to the sign

atop the mezzanine. Noble Worth was an eccentric restaurant, and R'ala had reserved a table 
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before they'd even left H-Prime.

Behind the host – a diminutive Aleena with a neon bowtie – patrons plunged their cupped 

hands into massive basins.

“Avishan doesn't have a native species anymore,” R'ala said, “but the people who live here 

believe in earning your keep. Catching your own dinner builds character.”

“What's in the basins?” Glyn asked, craning her neck to get a look.

The host showed them to their table, a chest-high oval kept afloat by tiny, silent repulsors. 

No seats. Around them, those who'd already caught their meals were standing at their tables, 

immersed in conversation.

“It's a non-sentient aquatic fungus,” the host said. “Nerves in its epidermis compel it to 

dart away from snatching hands. The texture resembles a slightly under-boiled dumpling.”

Glyn peered down at R'ala.

“Well,” R'ala said, “I was going to make it sound more romantic than that.”

They stood at the table, waiting for their turn at the basins, neither with a good enough 

topic to begin a conversation. They absorbed bits and pieces of everyone else's chatter – 

planetside gossip, work opportunities, improvements to Port Erling's communications array – 

until a two-body-wide opening appeared across the room. 

“Thank you for planning this,” Glyn said. “This feels different. In a good way.”

They took their place next to another Aleena, who was diving into the basin headfirst to 

grab his meal with his teeth. Beneath the clear water lay transparent bubbles with beige puffs at 

their centers, zipping to and fro as diners tried for them.

R'ala cupped her hands like an open clam, and held them in front of Glyn. “Like this,” she 

said. Glyn imitated her.
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On the count of three, they pushed their hands through the biting cold water, hands that 

soon squished into their quarries and pulled them up through the surface. 

“First try,” Glyn said, smiling, clutching the dripping orb.

They slowly ate the soft centers, laughing, nothing else to talk about, no one to report to, 

no one to look over their shoulders for, nothing ahead of them except a quick lightspeed jump to 

Shili. Finally, with a stripe of grease running down her chin, Glyn said, “I don't want this to end.”

R'ala set the rind of her meal on the table. “So...”

“So?”

“So marry me. On Shili.”

Glyn's expression barely shifted, but her horns vibrated. For all of her skill at staying one 

move ahead of everyone else, she hadn't seen this coming. 

She sleeved the grease from her chin. Her cheeks were flushed. “R'ala – yes. That's what 

you want too?”

“I never wanted to leave. I'm not going anywhere.”

Glyn reached across the table to grip R'ala's wrist. “Murgail Expeditions is going to provide 

housing when I start with them. We'll have a real home, if you want to live there. We can still 

travel, take the First Day wherever we want, since I'll need to go on location for assignments a 

lot.”

“Me too,” R'ala said. “I'm going to try singing. If I can't get bookings ahead of time, I'll just 

–”

“You will get bookings. But what are you going to do when you're at home?”

“I'll open a workshop. Build replicas. Keep my hands busy.” On Shili, she'd get customers, 
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whether they wanted a functioning piece of armor or a tour of her authentic Old Republic designs.

They could toss her a credit chip if they wanted to try anything on. 

Mirth shone in Glyn's face. Finally, R'ala thought, they were seeing the same picture.

Fyffe officiated the ceremony, which took place in the shade beneath a single broad-

trunked tree. As most of Shili was entering its fall season, diamond-shaped leaves whirled from 

the tree's branches and stuck in R'ala's hair as she spoke her oath. Not being part of any human or

Theelin religion, the duo had written their own vows, detailing where they'd been together and 

enthusiastically imagining where they might go. Among the onlookers were some new 

acquaintances from the village, a few local administrators (whose headtails were emblazoned 

with the marks of their long lives and the respect of their communities), and Glyn's soon-to-be 

colleagues, who all held their hands in front of them and nodded in unison.

Two figures watched from the fringes of the green. They were both wearing modest yellow

gowns and had their identical chocolate-colored hair tied up in buns. When the ceremony had 

ended and Glyn was occupied with congratulations from others, R'ala approached the pair, 

looking the older one in the eye and holding her gaze.

“Thank you for coming, Mom.”

R'ala's mother and sister hadn't seen her since she'd first left Nayli, when she'd booked 

passage with Glyn and told her mother she'd be back soon, that she had plenty of time to finish 

her education. They'd accepted her invitation to the wedding, eager to find out what she'd 

learned after all these years of travel. There would be plenty of time to catch up, to try to rebuild, 

but for now, there was only a long embrace between the three of them, her mother letting out 

silent sobs, her sister, Olli, releasing bursts of relieved laughter into the crook of R'ala's neck, like 
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a chemical stored under pressure for years before having its canister punctured with a knife.

 The blues, browns, and greens of Shili quickly became R'ala's backdrop, and whenever she

went off-world, she hungered for them. 

Their housing unit abutted the village where Fyffe lived – it was a standard-issue unit, but 

designed to blend in with the Togruta huts in a way that pleased R'ala. The less she stood out, the 

more easily she could suppress the pull that made her want to throw on her armor, strap on her 

blasters, and look for another merc group that would take her in. From the beginning, the 

villagers looked at her like one of their own.

After Glyn had interviewed with Burm-Parnak Zii, the friendly Mon Calamari who had 

contacted her on H-Prime, Murgail Expeditions invited R'ala to tour the facility. She got to poke 

around the tech labs, schmooze with Glyn's supervisors, and even test out environmental 

simulators that approximated the results of their current restoration and conservation projects. 

Standing in the middle of a valley surrounded by fruitful shrubs and healthy crops was surreal 

when that valley had once been a half-century-old impact crater, and the more R'ala soaked in the 

holographic version, the more she believed that Glyn and her newfound family could accomplish 

the real thing.

Upon the conclusion of Glyn's first week on the job, Zii's people threw a welcoming 

banquet in the Murgail complex's upper-level suite. Droids buzzed back and forth, supporting 

trays of fried appetizers and tiny glasses of alcohol in assorted colors. Warble had insisted on 

working, so he was outfitted with a mobile garbage disposal, in which diners tossed leftover 

shells and rinds. 

“I'm fine,” R'ala said as Warble rolled up to her booth for the fourth time. “I just need a few 
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minutes to get ready. Go see Glyn, alright?”

He agreed, then rolled across the room with a whistle, narrowly dodging one of Glyn's 

coworkers, a woman in a white jumper. Glyn was in a circle with R'ala's family and Zii, looking tall 

and magnificent, clutching a glass of cherry sourpaste and laughing open-mouthed at a childhood 

anecdote Olli had told. R'ala's mother said something she couldn't make out, and gently took 

Glyn's hand between hers. When Warble arrived and nudged Glyn's leg, she introduced him to the

group. Olli knelt and set her palm on his dome, as if he were a new pet who had just arrived home 

from the shelter.

They looked like a real family.

When appetizers and casual chat were done, R'ala approached the microphone at the front

of the room. She gripped its neck with the tips of her fingers. Her stomach was floating.

“Hi,” she said, her voice reverberating in every corner of the room. “It's been awhile since I 

could say I felt lucky. And what you've all done for me and Glyn is something I might never be able

to repay, but hell if I'm not going to try. This song is about somebody from a long time ago, who 

lived around these parts.”

R'ala inhaled. Everyone's eyes were fixed on her. Out the rear viewports, she could see the 

vague outlines of three people about her age, travel packs slung over their shoulders, utility belts 

loaded with tools, yammering as they set off on some urgent task, maybe headed for the 

mountains, maybe for a hangar and a hyperspace jump.

For a moment, she felt the pull. But the hall was warm and inviting. The murmurs of the 

audience were a soothing balm. Glyn's face conjured images of Shili's peaks, of ships lifting off and

touching down, of the shattered hand now returned to her, seamless and strong. 

She was R'ala Vahn. She was unbroken.
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From her heels, she felt roots burgeoning into the dirt.

She dug deep, and her voice rose.
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